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Geodesy Advancing Geosciences and EarthScope: 
GAGE Annual Project Report  
Year 3 reporting period: 01 July 2015 - 30 June 2016 
 

0. Introduction (Miller) 
Herein we report the activities of the 3rd year (GAGE Y3) of the 5-year UNAVCO Cooperative                
Agreement 2013 – 2018 UNAVCO Community Proposal Geodesy Advancing Geosciences and           
EarthScope (EAR – 1261833). The Facility, through this Cooperative Agreement (CA), provides            
engineering, equipment and data services that support research projects for investigators using a             
spectrum of geodetic techniques to conduct scientific investigations that include the study of             
earthquake processes, mantle properties, active magmatic systems, plate boundary zone deformation,           
intraplate deformation and glacial isostatic adjustment, global geodesy and plate tectonics,           
atmospheric science, global change, polar science, and hydrogeodesy. These projects are NSF-EAR,            
NSF-PLR Arctic and Antarctic, and NASA-funded and include individual Principal Investigator (PI)            
projects, as well as large interdisciplinary collaborative community projects for shared infrastructure            
and open data sets, such as AfricaArray, GNET, COCONet, and POLENET, and the larger              
multi-disciplinary, multi-agency EarthScope project and its imaging and campaign GPS components.  
 
For more than three decades, UNAVCO has supported geodesy research and education, under a              
number of administrative structures, and has played an important role in advancing geodesy             
innovation for science. Since 1984, university partners have shared geodetic instrumentation and data,             
and have collectively operated facilities under the auspices of UNAVCO, to support geodesy research              
with lead sponsorship and core funding from NSF and NASA. UNAVCO’s organizational home and              
management structure evolve to meet the needs of scientists and sponsors. Over the years, additional               
support from NASA, NOAA, USGS, and others have expanded UNAVCO’s reach and leveraged the core               
investments. In 2001, the academic consortium established UNAVCO, Inc. In 2003, the newly formed              
independent non-profit organization undertook the construction and operation of Plate Boundary           
Observatory (PBO - the geodetic component of EarthScope) and transitioned support of investigator             
science by the UNAVCO Facility to the new management structure. For the last 12 years, UNAVCO Inc.                 
has supported the scientific community, with the development, installation, and maintenance of            
geodetic networks, hardware, software, a free and open data archive, data products,            
cyberinfrastructure, and the necessary technical expertise to further cutting edge scientific research in             
this transformational field.  
 
Geodesy is a global science. UNAVCO has played an important role in international collaborations              
required to realize the modern terrestrial reference frame. Recent international cyberinfrastructure           
projects such as COOPEUS have built a framework for a sustainable, transatlantic,            
environmental-research infrastructure and EarthCube. UNAVCO participate in International GNSS         
System governance and working groups, as well as the European Geophysical Union, American             
Geophysical Union, WEGENER, and the Scientific Committee on Antarctic Research (SCAR). Several            
new technologies also drive growth at UNAVCO, both for direct measurement of deformation and for               
geodetic imaging. UNAVCO’s TLS field engineering and instrument support has matured and operates             
as a vibrant core activity, although full integration into core funding continues to pose challenges.               
High-rate, low latency (“real-time”) GPS continues to drive a broad, expanding, and demanding set of               
applications. Further innovations are seeded by ground-based interferometric radar, autonomous          
observing platforms for optical observations, formal integration of GPS and InSAR as the new              
generation of satellites is launched, and many others. 

 
This annual report presents the highlights, activities, and performance metrics for Year 3 of the GAGE                
award. To assure timely submission, and because the report must be approved prior to the actual year                 
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end, the narrative describes work from Y2Q4 through Y3Q3, and metrics include a complete summary               
of years 1 and 2, and a roll up Y3Q1-3. The narrative may also report on some events from Y3Q4.  
 

1. The UNAVCO Community and Consortium 

1.1 THE UNAVCO CONSORTIUM  
UNAVCO, a non-profit, university-governed consortium, facilitates geoscience research and education          
using geodesy. The consortium includes 111 US academic Members, primarily degree-granting           
institutions, that participate in its governance and science community (Figure 1-1). Another 103             
Associate Members include organizations that share UNAVCO’s purpose at home and abroad, giving             
UNAVCO global reach in advancing geodesy (Figure 1-2). Four new Members (M) and four new               
Associate Members (AM) joined UNAVCO this past year.  

● Bowling Green State University (M) 
● California State Polytechnic University - Pomona (M) 
● Colorado State University (M) 
● University of Iowa (M) 
● Canadian Hydrographic Service (AM) 
● Wuhan University (AM) 
● The Australian National University (AM)  
● University of Iceland (AM) 

 

 
 
Figure 1-1: UNAVCO Membership profile. Universities and affiliated research organizations make up            
UNAVCO’s governing membership, and include major research universities, comprehensive Master’s          
granting universities, as well as a growing base of selective liberal arts colleges. One new High Hispanic                 
Enrollment institution was added during Y3, and four new members were added 2015-2016. 
 

 
 
Figure 1-2. UNAVCO Associate Member profile since incorporation. Associate Members come from            
every continent except Antarctica. Associate Members share UNAVCO’s purpose and form a global             
community for scientists who may otherwise be professionally or geographically isolated. This            
community engages in international partnerships essential to the advancement of global geodesy. Six             
new Associate Members and four new Members  joined during 2015 and 2016, to date.  
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Facility Highlights: 
 
UNAVCO publishes summaries of community support and facility projects as Highlights, available on             
the homepage of the website. Broadly, these summaries provide an overview of the various projects               
and activities of the facility; specifically they showcase outreach activities, education and community             
focused events, installation of new instrumentation, operations and maintenance summaries, new           
software and technologies available to the community, and geophysical event responses.  
 
During this reporting period 28 Highlights were published with half of them featuring data event               
responses: six international events, seven U.S. centric with four from Alaska, and one highlight data               
supporting response to winter storm Jonas. Other work featured included announcement of preferred             
vendor status with Septentrio for next generation GNSS reference station products, field support of              
Augustine Volcano, Alaska with USGS and IRIS, overview of data flow from the the PBO network to                 
the UNAVCO Data Archive, and the 2016 UNAVCO Science Workshop. 
 
A full listing of Highlights  is available online.  

 
 
1.2 UNAVCO SCIENCE COMMUNITY 

 
While UNAVCO consortium boasts 214 institutional members and associate members, its community            
comprises the scientists, educators, and other professionals who are committed to its mission, and use               
its resources. Thousands of individuals from around the world formally interact with UNAVCO on an               
ongoing basis through its scientific collaborations, governance, science planning coordination,          
engineering services, information services, and its Education and Community Engagement program.  

1.2.1 Community Publications 

The geodesy community publication database is a compendium of science and education publications             
that have referenced UNAVCO, used UNAVCO equipment or services, or used the UNAVCO-supported             
NASA Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) Network (GGN), including data from EarthScope            
and the Plate Boundary Observatory. Figure 1-5 presents current and historic data. Publications that              
mention UNAVCO or those of its projects that have distinctive search terms are presented by number                
of publications each year and the number of unique journals each year. The first directly links the work                  
to UNAVCO; the second charts the growing sub-discipline diversity of UNAVCO-supported science.  

Yet papers based on this search are known to be a fraction of the very great body of literature that                    
either directly relies on UNAVCO services without sponsor-required acknowledgement, or work that is             
made possible by UNAVCO in a less visible role. For instance, every global GPS survey relies on                 
fundamental tools like teqc (developed and supported at UNAVCO) or the ITRF (supported by              
UNAVCO upgrades and maintenance of GGN and other key GPS/GNSS stations, by UNAVCO support              
for coordination of the IGS, etc.) or modeled on UNAVCO-developed technologies (such as the recent               
national network developed by China, after numerous visits and technical exchanges with UNAVCO             
and close modeling on PBO).  

We have developed a more comprehensive metric, to identify all publications that leverage UNAVCO              
services and products, even if UNAVCO is not explicitly acknowledged. The search uses a larger set of                 
tested criteria in an attempt to capture every high-precision global geodesy paper that relies on these                
UNAVCO fundamentals. The search yields a proxy metric for growth in geoscience applications for the               
technologies that UNAVCO supports. The criteria have been refined to minimize spurious results, for              
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instance by only searching a restricted set of subjects and carefully constructed word associations. We               
expect that in the nearly 1,000 publications found, some outlier papers are included, and some worthy                
papers are missed. Nonetheless, this metric provides us with a stable and objective proxy of the growth                 
trend in the reach of UNAVCO work. Because the numbers are so large, they are plotted as 10s of                   
publications each year. The complex nature and wide scope of UNAVCO work precludes differentiation              
of the publications supported specifically by the GAGE award.  

 

      Figure 1-3. UNAVCO Geodesy Community Publications, January 2003 through September 2016. 

 

1.2.2 Publications, Abstracts, and Other Products Created by UNAVCO Staff  

Publications and conference abstracts by UNAVCO staff are available in research.gov. In addition,             
UNAVCO staff produced other materials in service to the community including data DOIs, technical              
documents accessible to the community via the Knowledge Base, and web Highlights and Science              
Snapshots (Table 1-1).  

Table 1-1. GAGE Facility products; award to date. 

GAGE FACILITY PRODUCTS 
Year 1 

(2013-10 - 
2014-09) 

Year 2 
(2014-10 - 
2015-09) 

Year 3 
(2015-10 - 
2016-06) 

GAGE to 
Date 

Datasets Published by DOI 1820 1051 182 3053 
Knowledge Base Documents Created 19 22 12 53 
Knowledge Base Documents Updated 48 36 44 128 
Highlights Published 33 33 18 84 
Science Snapshots Published 9 14 13 36 
 
1.2.3 Broader Impacts for Community, Governance and Management 
 
UNAVCO Websites . UNAVCO staff manage multiple websites in service to the community. Websites             
are accessed by the UNAVCO community, broader science community, educators, students and the             
general public (Table 1-2). UNAVCO websites are managed by the Web Team (Web Editor in Chief and                 
Web Administrators), Section Editors, and staff subject matter experts who contribute web content.             
Content for the seven main sections of the primary UNAVCO website (Community, Projects,             
Instrumentation, Data, Software, Science, and Education) are the responsibility of seven Section            
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Editors.  
 
Table 1-2. GAGE to date activity for the primary UNAVCO websites. The number of users metric                
quantifies the number of different site visitors. Total number of sessions quantifies the number of visits                
to the website separated by > 0.5 hr. Number of “page views” quantifies the number of individual pages                  
viewed. 

WEBSITE IMPACTS 
Year 1 

(2013-10 - 
2014-09) 

Year 2 
(2014-10 - 
2015-09) 

Year 3 
(2015-10 - 
2016-06) 

GAGE to Date 

Number of Users 202,622 232.004 184,107 618,733 

Number of Sessions 304,006 355,153 291,201 950,360 

Page Views 724,072 832,549 697,640 2,254,261 

 
UNAVCO Outreach and Impacts . UNAVCO outreach activities are conducted by UNAVCO staff across             
all programs. Staff regularly interact with the public, stakeholders, National Park Service staff, schools,              
and other similar groups. Table 1-3 summaries the numbers of events conducted and Table 1-4               
summarizes individuals reached. Large event visitors include visitors to the PBO/GPS museum display             
at the Hatfield Marine Science Center and interactions at the USA Science and Engineering Festival.               
Other interactions are of higher duration and impact, but smaller overall in number.  
 
UNAVCO makes a substantial investment in participation in the annual meetings of GSA and AGU               
both in the form of presentations and an exhibit booth. The exact number of interactions is difficult to                  
document. Attendance at at the GSA annual meeting is typically over 5,500 and the AGU Fall Meeting                 
is on the order of 24,000. Interactions include community members, other scientists, researchers and              
students.  
 
Table 1-3. Metrics for activities led and products produced by all UNAVCO Programs (GI, GDS, ECE). 

OUTREACH: ACTIVITIES (QTY) 
Year 1 

(2013-10 - 
2014-09) 

Year 2 
(2014-10 - 
2015-09) 

Year 3 
(2015-10 - 
2016-06) 

GAGE to Date 

Short Courses 9 5 5 19 

Workshops and Outreach Events 56 43 40 139 

Internship Programs 2 3 3 8 

 
Table 1-4. Number of people reached through the activities identified in Table 1-3, organized by               
audience. Researchers and research faculty include non-teaching faculty and researchers; college and            
university faculty include tenure and non-tenure track faculty. Other Professionals include anyone            
participating in activities for professional growth and development, who do not fall into one of the                
other professional categories. Examples of Other Professionals include Emergency Managers, Park           
Interpreters, Federal Agency staff, and Sponsors. Large event visitors are individuals visiting museum             
displays and conference exhibit booths. 

OUTREACH: INDIVIDUALS 
REACHED (QTY) 

Year 1 
(2013-10 - 
2014-09) 

Year 2 
(2014-10 - 
2015-09) 

Year 3 
(2015-10 - 
2016-06 

GAGE to 
Date 

Researchers + Research Faculty 146 81 101 328 

University + College Faculty 288 125 159 572 

Post-docs 42 19 150 211 

Graduate Students 166 209 201 576 
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Undergraduate Students 234 163 211 608 

Public / K-12 Students 178 144 625 947 

K-12 Faculty 207 149 402 758 

Other Professionals 389 158 168 715 

Large Event visitors 113,137 69,550 48,482 231,169 

 
2. Geodetic Infrastructure Program 
 

2.0 GI Program Highlight for GAGE Y3 
 
UNAVCO completed the next-generation GNSS instrument Preferred Vendor RFP process in           
early-June 2015 (Y2Q2) with a final recommendation from the GNSS Evaluation Committee,            
comprised of technical, legal, and business staff to the GI Director. UNAVCO undertook this process in                
order to assure that the most capable, lowest-cost, next-generation multi-constellation GNSS           
instrument would be available to support both UNAVCO-maintained geodetic networks and UNAVCO            
community PIs. The installation of multi-constellation, GNSS instruments in limited, pilot deployment            
in PBO completes a key community recommendation of the “PBO Futures” workshop held in              
Breckenridge, CO on Sept. 22-24, 2014.  
 
The GI Director reviewed and concurred with recommendation of the GNSS Evaluation Committee             
and forwarded it to the UNAVCO President for review and final selection of the GNSS Preferred                
Vendor. Septentrio, Inc. immediately accepted the designation of UNAVCO Preferred Vendor status for             
GNSS instruments through the end of the GAGE Cooperative Agreement on September 30, 2018, upon               
notification of being selected. The new Septentrio multi-constellation, GNSS instrument was           
designated as PolaRx5. Septentrio agreed to provide GAGE Facility pricing for the PolaRx5 to all               
UNAVCO Member and Associate Members, which has proven to be very attractive to the UNAVCO               
community. Once the selection process was completed, UNAVCO staff worked closely with Septentrio             
throughout GAGE Y3Q1 to develop the final technical requirements and milestones for the new              
PolaRx5. A joint UNAVCO-Septentrio press release formally announcing the availability of the new             
PolaRx5 instrument was issued during the Annual AGU Meeting held in San Francisco, CA in               
December 2015 (Y3Q1).  
 
An initial order of 100 PolaRx5 instruments was placed with Septentrio during Y3Q1 and the               
instruments started arriving at UNAVCO headquarters on January 29, 2016 (Y3Q2) with the initial              
shipment of 15 instruments. Seven more shipments were received by UNAVCO during Y3 for a total of                 
85 additional PolaRx5 receivers, with the last shipment received on June 15, 2016. In addition to the                 
100 instruments purchased by PBO to replace the aging Trimble NetRS instruments currently             
deployed at ~900 PBO stations, UNAVCO executed a MOU with the Oregon Department of              
Transportation (ODOT) to upgrade cooperatively PBO stations in OR. ODOT purchased independently            
with their own funds 19 additional PolaRx5 instruments, of which ~10 have already been installed at                
PBO stations in OR.  
 
All new PolaRx5 instruments were tested for extreme temperature tolerance and satellite tracking , and               
then configured to PBO standards, prior to shipping to the regional offices for installation at PBO                
stations. Our deployment plan was predicated on the following: 1) UNAVCO assumed that additional              
PolaRx5 instruments would be purchased prior to the close of the GAGE Facility Cooperative              
Agreement on September 30, 2018; 2) that the first deployments would occur at PBO stations that                
already had broadband, multi-constellation capable Dorne & Margolin element Choke Ring antennae            
to minimize changes in the station time series; and 3) that all Trimble NetR9 GNSS-capable               
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instruments would be upgraded with GLONASS tracking capability (n=140), bringing the total GNSS             
station count to 240 out of 1100 PBO stations. 140 GLONASS keys to upgrade deployed Trimble NetR9                 
PBO instruments were received and uploaded to stations during GAGE Y3Q1. We note that the               
PolaRx5 instruments track all GNSS SVs in sight, not just GLONASS.  
 
The first PolaRx5 was deployed at the Marshall test site in Boulder, CO (PRX5), attached to a splitter                  
sharing a GNSS Trimble Choke Ring with the in situ Trimble NetR9 (P041). The second PolaRx5 was                 
deployed at a station close to the PBO SW Regional Office adjacent to I-5 on Camp Pendleton. Again                  
the new instrument was attached to a splitter (ACSX), sharing a single Choke Ring antenna with an                 
existing Trimble NetR9 (ACSB). Data flow began on March 26, 2016 (Y3Q2) for PRX5 and on April 22,                  
2016 (Y3Q3) for ACSX; both of these stations were used to test PBO data flow and GNSS data quality                   
prior to wider deployment for the remainder of the new PBO PolaRx5 instruments. The next               
instrument, deployed in stand-alone mode as a replacement for an aging Trimble NetRS, was installed               
at a PBO station AC48 on Naked Island in the Prince William Sound, AK, and it began transmitting                  
multi-constellation GNSS data on May 22, 2016. Figure 2-1 above depicts the location of deployments               
of the new PolaRx5 instruments to date.  
 
The initial deployment plan for the PolaRx5 instruments was further constrained by the the fact that                
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first major release of the firmware for the PolaRx5 did not support streaming BINEX data, which                
meant that these stations could not be easily ingested in the Trimble PIVOT software system that                
remains the mainstay of our RT-GPS network; therefore, initial stations were selected in order to keep                
the impact of this temporary lack of functionality to a minimum. Some stations where new PolaRx5                
instruments were installed were ones that were part of the RT-GPS data flow, and in these cases,                 
UNAVCO queried critical stakeholders about the impact of the temporary loss of RT streaming              
observations prior to installation (e.g. Yellowstone Volcano Observatory and the USGS).  
 
The next major release of the PolaRx5 firmware will include two significant upgrades: 1) support of                
BINEX streaming, which will allow the stations that were temporarily off-line to again be re-integrated               
into the RT data flow; and 2) support of archival quality streaming, which means that any data packets                  
that are dropped because of telecommunication system interruptions will be retrieved and “back             
filled,” obviating the need for a complete second download of the locally, receiver-cached, 1 Hz data                
file. We anticipate that this new firmware release will be received in mid-September 2016, and               
installed on all PolaRx5 instruments after testing in October 2016 at the start of GAGE Y4. We                 
anticipate that the remaining PolaRx5 instruments will be deployed by the close of GAGE Y4Q1. The                
current fiscal outlook is such that no additional GNSS instruments likely will be purchased in GAGE Y4                 
and that this fiscal constraint will continue through the close of the GAGE Facility on September 30,                 
2018.  

 
2.1 OVERVIEW  
 
The UNAVCO GI program integrates all geodetic infrastructure and data acquisition capabilities for             
continuously operating observational networks and shorter-term deployments. Supported activities         
include development and testing, advanced systems engineering, the construction, operation, and           
maintenance of permanent geodetic instrument networks around the globe, and engineering services            
tailored to PI project requirements. The GI program coordinates closely with Geodetic Data Services              
program (Section 3) to assure the highest standards of data quality control, integrity of metadata, ease                
and transparency of data access for the UNAVCO user community, and to provide appropriate and               
timely metrics on data usage for sponsors. Major projects currently supported by the GI program               
include the 1,112 station Plate Boundary Observatory (PBO), Polar networks in Greenland and             
Antarctica (GNET and ANET, together known as POLENET), COCONet spanning the Caribbean plate             
boundary, the multi-disciplinary AfricaArray, and several other smaller continuously observing          
geodetic networks. At the close of Y3, the GI group headcount is now 40 at 37.50 FTE, including staff                   
supported by NSF EAR and PLR and NASA. The overall headcount as well as FTE are down 2.o                  
relative to the close of GAGE Y2 as a result of the resignation of Mr. K. Dausz, an Engineer II in the                      
PBO GPS Ops group in late September 2016, and the death after protracted illness in early July 2016 of                   
Mr. S. Coleman, a Technician II in the Polar Services group. There are no plans to add additional staff                   
to the GI group at this time. 
 

 
2.2 COMMUNITY AND CONTINUOUSLY OBSERVING NETWORKS  
 
2.2.1 Plate Boundary Observatory and Related Projects 
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Figure 2-2. Map of the NSF Plate Boundary Observatory, the geodetic facility of EarthScope, which               
includes ~1100 cGPS, 75 BSM, 6 LSM, 79 seismometer, 26 tiltmeter, and 145 surface met stations. 
 
UNAVCO operated and maintained the following instruments this period as part of the PBO network: 

● 1132 permanent GPS stations (1100 PBO core, 32 other) 
● 75 borehole strainmeters (74 PBO core, 1 NSF Continental Dynamics) 
● 79 borehole seismometers (78 PBO core, 1 NSF Continental Dynamics) 
● 23 borehole pore pressure sensors 
● 26 shallow borehole tiltmeters 
● 6 long baseline laser strainmeters 
● 145 meteorological stations (118 core, 27 NOAA) 
● 684 real-time streaming GNSS stations (approximate total including ~617 PBO Core/Cascadia,           

14 TLALOCNet, 51 COCONet, 2 in Nepal) 
 
2.2.1.1 cGPS Network  
The PBO cGPS Operations and Maintenance group (PBO GPS Ops) focused on a number of exciting                
new initiatives in the past year. Three key areas of focus were: 1) the activation of GLONASS on 140                   
Trimble NetR9 receivers in the PBO network, 2) the deployment of 100 new Septentrio PolaRx5               
receivers, capable of full GNSS tracking, discussed in detail above in the GI Program Highlight for                
GAGE Y3, and 3) the upgrade of data communications at a subset of PBO stations, especially in the SW                   
region, to enhance the real-time GPS capabilities of the network. In addition, PBO field engineers               
continued to maintain the network at a very high level of performance, while also continuing to                
improve  their technical and safety skills.  
 

The PBO Ops group continued its rigorous field schedule in GAGE Y3, in order to keep the PBO                  
network operating at the high level and while taking on these new initiatives discussed above. In GAGE                 
Y3, the PBO-AK office hosted a summer intern, Ellen Knappe, a PhD student in geodesy at the                 
University of Montana. Ms. Knappe assisted PBO field crews with PBO maintenance activities in              
Alaska. PBO engineers conducted 501 PBO GPS site visits, resolving 1182 GPS issues during 859               
engineer-days in the field. An additional 232 days of engineer travel involved required meetings and               
training. Other PBO GPS Ops staff travel included activities related to Rio Grande Rift project support                
(18 days), and TLALOCNet (92 days) and COCONet (15 days) network support.  
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Data Download Support 

PBO staff coordinated with the Data Products project manager and other GDS staff to support a                
number of high-rate data downloads in response to several earthquakes, including the Iniskin             
earthquake in January 2016. UNAVCO engineers also responded to Hurricane Patricia by downloading             
high sample rate data from all stations in the network, and repairing damaged station TNCM.               
UNAVCO also coordinated the archiving of 33 cGPS stations (PBO and other networks) located within               
the footprint of winter storm Jonas, a massive storm system that pummeled the eastern United States                
in late January 2016. 

 
Septentrio and Data Communications Upgrades 

Receiver upgrades were made to the PBO network in two significant ways: enabling GLONASS              
tracking at PBO stations with Trimble NetR9 receivers and by replacing existing Trimble NetRS with               
Septentrio PolaRx5. To date, 56 Trimble NetRS receivers, including 10 from ODOT (see below), have               
been replaced with the new generation Septentrio PolaRx5 receivers. PBO engineers also activated             
GLONASS on 140 Trimble NetR9 receivers (6 deployed to the San Francisco Bay Area with RTX                
enabled to augment the USGS EEW system), bringing the total to 163 GNSS stations network-wide.  

 

Data communications systems were also upgraded throughout the PBO network in order to increase              
data transfer rates allowing the higher data volumes required to stream the high-rate,             
multi-constellation data. Radio networks were expanded and improved in Baja California, Mojave,            
Mt. St. Helens, Yellowstone, and along the San Andreas fault near Parkfield. In many locations,               
cellular communications were replaced by faster radio networks, which are expected to be more              
reliable during a large earthquake. 
 

PBO Collaborations (ODOT, IRIS, USGS, CALTRANS, Wyoming BLM, and UCMexus) 

UNAVCO worked closely with a number of agencies to take advantage of existing and potential               
synergies. For example, as part of a collaborative agreement with the California Department of              
Transportation (CALTRANS), three PBO stations with GNSS-enabled receivers were deployed at           
stations on CALTRANS properties. UNAVCO staff initiated and developed another significant           
collaboration with the Oregon Department of Transportation (ODOT). Under a memorandum of            
understanding, ODOT agreed to provide 19 new Septrentrio PolaRx5 receivers for installation at             
existing PBO stations in Oregon. PBO engineers also worked with the Wyoming Bureau of Land               
Management to upgrade station P030 in Kemmerer, Wyoming, an example of a successful             
smaller-scale collaboration.  

 

UNAVCO staff was involved in two workshops related to the UCMexus program. UCMexus is a               
collaboration between UC San Diego and UNAM which aims to expand North American Monsoon              
research, using TLALOCNet as a backbone for GPS meteorology observations. These workshops            
focussed on bringing collaborators together to define a science plan for new research proposals. 

 

PBO-AK staff also continued to work closely with the U.S. Geological Survey-Alaska Volcano             
Observatory (USGS-AVO), IRIS Transportable Array (TA), the Alaska Earthquake Center (AEC), the            
University of Alaska-Fairbanks, and the Tsunami Warning Center to support joint operations, share             
resources, and to streamline work in Alaska making it more cost effective for all the institutions. In                 
preparation for the summer joint operations in Alaska, PBO staff participated in a joint operations               
planning meeting with the IRIS Transportable Array, AEC and USGS-AVO in early Spring of Y3. This                
advanced planning resulted in a successful field season, with UNAVCO engineers completing all             
maintenance targets on-schedule and within budget. PBO-AK staff also provided training for            
University of Alaska-Fairbanks personnel in a thermopile monument GPS installation. 
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Safety and Technical Training 

UNAVCO personnel were involved in a number of safety courses designed to provide a safer work                
environment for staff, by identifying hazards, minimizing exposure to those hazards, and reducing             
risks associated with those hazards. These courses included bear awareness/firearms training, tower            
climbing safety, helicopter underwater escape training, and 4x4 vehicle off-road safety. UNAVCO            
engineers improved their technical skill set as well, with training courses provided in Ubiquiti              
broadband wireless configuration and installation. This course, offered by Microcom Technologies,           
also covered RF antenna fundamentals and spectrum analysis. As part of the Septentrio PolaRx5              
procurement, UNAVCO engineers were also trained in receiver configuration using the Septentrio            
software in Boulder on February 17th and 18th, 2016 (Y3Q2). 

 

Other Network Support 

UNAVCO staff continued to support the TLALOCNet, COCONet, and Rio Grande Rift projects.             
Engineers completed the upgrade of station GUAX on Guadalupe Island, Mexico for TLALOCNet. This              
station represents the 24th and final cGPS station completed as part of the construction phase of the                 
TLALOCNet project, a significant milestone for UNAVCO.  

 

UNAVCO field engineers were used to support the continued maintenance of the GNSS-constrained             
tide gauges in Mexico and Jamaica for COCONet. Engineers installed the cGPS-Met station co-located              
with an existing tide gauge at Barahona, Dominican Republic. UNAVCO staff coordinated the             
installation of the cGPS-Met stations in Venezuela (CN42, CN43, and CN44) and Providenciales             
(CN53), an island that is part of Turks and Caicos. Another key result for COCONet in GAGE Y3 was                   
the planning, execution, and completion of the final report for the 4th COCONet community              
workshop, which was held in the Dominican Republic from 3-5 May 2016. Seventy-eight participants              
from 28 countries representing over 40 institutions in the region contributed to the workshop plenary               
talks, breakout discussions, and poster presentations. The talks and breakout sessions focused on             
science, long-term sustainability, and capacity building in the region.  

 

Finally, for the Rio Grande Rift, NSF approved the inclusion of 16 telemetered cGPS stations originally                
funded as an EarthScope Science program  project into GAGE PBO GPS Ops scope. 

 

Additional information and activities are available in the quarterly reports. 
 
2.2.1.2 Borehole Geophysics 
 

The Borehole Geophysics program, which includes PBO BSM Operation and Maintenance (PBO BSM             
Ops), has continued to thrive over the course of GAGE Y3 with continued operations, maintenance,               
and the successful completion of the six (6) new installations in the Greater Istanbul area of Turkey                 
along the Prince Island segment of the North Anatolian Fault. These were the first installations of PBO                 
borehole instruments outside the original PBO footprint undertaken solely by UNAVCO staff. At the              
time of this report 5 of the 6 stations that comprise the GeoGONAF BSM network are delivering data to                   
the UNAVCO archive. The remaining off-line station, on the island of Sivri Ada, still requires               
installation of power and telecommunications infrastructure to commence data flow. We anticipate            
that this station will come online in GAGE Y4Q1. 

 

Other activities in GAGE Y3 include upgrades to power, communications, and continued staff             
development of an iPhone app for field engineers to manage metadata and station state of health                
information. The PBO BSM Ops team continued to develop its budget scenario calculator to help               
optimize scope under possible future funding scenarios in the remaining years of the GAGE Facility               
and any follow-on proposals submitted by UNAVCO (e.g. response to the NGEO solicitation from              
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NSF). In addition each site was evaluated for its data integrity and usability as the PBO BSM network                  
approaches nearly 15 years in age.  

 
UNAVCO was funded by a subaward from a DOE proposal with Prof. Larry Murdoch at Clemson,                
which includes UNAVCO engineering effort to install a new borehole instrument package (from the              
PBO MREFC cache of remaining instruments) in Oklahoma and to develop new ways to remove               
anthropogenic and natural hydrologic signals with a focus towards improved monitoring of CO2             
sequestration reservoirs. The drilling and installation is underway at the time of this report. We note                
that the station is located ~35 km west of the recent Mw5.6 earthquake located near Pawnee, OK. 

 
 
2.2.1.3 Long Baseline Laser Strainmeter Subaward: UC San Diego 
 
UCSD operates and maintains six long baseline laser strainmeter (LSM) instruments for the PBO              
network through a subaward administered by UNAVCO. UCSD also analyzes the data from these              
instruments and delivers LSM data products to UNAVCO as part of this award. Network operation was                
mostly stable and cumulative data return was good despite a number of instrument related issues that                
were encountered and addressed by UCSD personnel throughout the year, including ongoing            
reference-laser issues that resulted in periods of instrument downtime and data loss. For example, a               
succession of laser issues at SCS1 resulted in a low data return values for some periods of the year.                   
Several laser systems were replaced or underwent maintenance by the manufacturer, Micro-g LaCoste.             
Interesting geophysical signals were recorded at each of the laser strainmeter sites over the past year.                
Data processing, products and interpretation are discussed in section 3.3.2. 
 
2.2.1.4 PBO Network Data Return and Data Quality 
 
The PBO network data return target is 85% for all data types except for borehole tiltmeter                
observations; tiltmeter data return is not held to the same performance standard as the other sensors,                
as data are obtained only on a best effort basis. The summary for all PBO sensor types is shown in                    
Table 2-1. The time series for data return percentage since the beginning of GAGE is shown in Figure                  
2-3. To date, PBO cumulative data return from all instrument types has exceeded the data return                
target.  
 
Table 2-1. PBO network cumulative data return percentage during GAGE (01 October 2013 through 30               
June 2016). Cumulative data return from all instrument types exceeded the minimum target value. 
 

Period Target GPS Seismic 
Borehole 

Strainmeter 
Laser 

Strainmeter Tiltmeter 
Pore 

Pressure 
Cumulative 
since 2013-10 

85% 96% 98% 99% 100% 89% 94% 
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Figure 2-3. PBO network data return during GAGE (01 October 2013 through 30 June 2016). 

 
 
2.2.1.5 Real Time GPS Network Operations 

Over 200 new PBO stations were added to RT-GNSS system in GAGE Y3. The average completeness                
across the UNAVCO RT-GNSS network was 78.8% for each month of the GAGE Y3. These values are                 
comparable to those from GAGE Y1 and Y2. The average median latency across the network               
throughout the Y3 ranged was 289 milliseconds with 25% of the network typically having latency less                
than 193 ms and 75% of the network having latencies around 653 milliseconds. The spread in latencies                 
does not vary much over Y3 or the network. Please see quarterly reports for additional details. 
 
2.2.1.6 PBO Permitting Report 
 
GAGE Y3 has been a slow year for re-permitting PBO stations. From GAGE Y2Q4 through Y3Q3,                
UNAVCO renewed 114 agreements, which includes renewals of expiring permits, new agreements with             
new landowners of existing sites, and annual renewals for federal agencies and some native              
corporations. All permit renewals included an assignability clause. UNAVCO anticipated roughly           
$240K for permitting renewals during GAGE Y3. As of Y3Q3, UNAVCO has spent just under $67K,                
and is projected to spend less than $100K by the end of GAGE Y3. These savings are primarily due to                    
no-cost extension agreements with landowners holding 18 GPS stations originally costing ~$10K per             
station per ten-year agreement. UNAVCO’s permitting staff levels have remained constant at 1.35 FTE. 
  
The permitting forecast for the first five years after GAGE Facility (2019-2023) is relatively low, at                
approximately $85K in renewal fees each year. This results from the typical permit period, and the                
2008 transition to operations and maintenance. During 2008-2013 resources were primarily           
concentrated on construction, as land permits were mostly in hand. The objective for the post-GAGE               
Facility (e.g. in response to the NGEO solicitation from NSF) will be to implement a renewal system                 
that will result in a steady permitting renewal budget for the entirety of NGEO Facility (through 2028).                 
GAGE Y4 has the highest projected annual permitting renewal costs under GAGE, with 220 permits               
ending; this will require significant effort from PBO permitting staff and much of the financial               
resources budgeted for permitting during the remaining period of the GAGE Facility. 
 
2.2.2 Field Support for the NASA GGN  
 
UNAVCO, in collaboration with the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), is responsible for the operations              
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and maintenance of the 59 permanent GNSS stations that comprise the NASA Global GNSS Network               
(GGN). Eighty-eight receivers are operated, as 19 stations have multiple receivers connected to a single               
antenna, including new multi-constellation-capable instruments. The new instruments operate         
side-by-side with legacy hardware, and receivers that are part of the NASA Space Geodetic Program               
(SGP). UNAVCO staff, consisting of two full-time Engineers and 20% FTE Project Manager, monitor              
station network connections, ship replacement equipment to site operators as necessary, and construct             
new permanent sites as directed by JPL. UNAVCO staff work closely with local collaborators at each                
station for routine maintenance and troubleshooting data flow interruptions, and perform field            
maintenance and upgrades. 
  
UNAVCO’s primary objective is to keep the GGN running at full capacity, and this past year was very                  
successful, with network health remaining at or above 95% during the entire reporting period. Many               
computer and power system upgrades at GGN stations were done by local collaborators using              
hardware provided by UNAVCO and directed by our engineering staff. Notable field projects             
completed this year included a network upgrade at the Galapagos Island station (GLPS), integrating              
the troublesome communications link to Harvest Offshore Oil Platform in Southern California with a              
PBO station at Vandenberg Air Force Base, an antenna upgrade at St. Croix, USVI, and the installation                 
of a new SGP station, on shallow drilled-braced monument at the summit of Haleakala on the island of                  
Maui. 
  
Please see quarterly reports for many additional details on GGN activities. 
 
2.2.3 Polar Projects:  POLENET  
 
POLENET support is a year-round effort for the UNAVCO Polar team. With telemetered cGPS              
networks in Greenland and Antarctica, the cycle of monitoring, planning, preparation and field work is               
continuous and ongoing. GAGE Y3 POLENET GPS network activities for the Polar Services team              
focused on the preparation and execution of the 2015-16 ANET field season and modest support of the                 
GNET network, including data flow and network monitoring. GPS network engineering efforts in             
Boulder were directed towards preparation of field O&M kits to enable rapid repair and upgrade of                
Antarctic sites to be visited this year. Due to end of term on the award, GNET has operated in a                    
minimal support mode since field maintenance in GAGE Y2Q4, with only data telemetry and              
monitoring attended to, while plans for the future of the network are explored. Solid maintenance and                
a mature design has enabled the GNET network to perform quite well without significant physical               
intervention by UNAVCO or other technical staff, and the lack of a field season this year has not yet                   
affected the quality or quantity of data from the network. Overall GNET data recovery for the 42 sites,                  
measured by data that reaches the UNAVCO archive, is currently 89.4%. The GNET network is               
currently 100% operational.  
  
UNAVCO also completed a very successful maintenance season in the Antarctic. By and large the               
ANET network was in good condition and maintenance requirements were moderate. In addition to              
critical preventive maintenance and repair, battery state of health analysis was performed at all sites on                
the visit plan. This type of testing on GNET and ANET provides us with key data on long term battery                    
capacity trends throughout the networks, and indicates that battery capacity deteriorates an average of              
1-2% per year. This suggests that if the networks remain in place in in the future, wholesale battery                  
replacements can be deferred for a number of years. Beyond the field season, ANET support has been                 
directed at the ongoing monitoring and data flow management of Antarctic sites. The total number of                
core ANET sites is currently 45. Of these, 85% are telemetering data as of August, 2016. The average                  
cumulative ANET data recovery, measured by data that reaches the UNAVCO archive, is currently at               
88.7%. Planning and preparation is currently underway for the next ANET field season beginning in               
November, wherein most sites will be visited, with priority given to those most requiring maintenance               
or upgrades. 
 
LARISSA (LARson Ice Shelf System), a sister network operating on the Antarctic Peninsula, maintains              
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a total of 10 full time, telemetered stations. Continued funding for LARISSA is under review by the                 
NSF, and only minimal maintenance plus data recovery are currently supported by UNAVCO Polar              
Services.  
 
The Polar Support team provides networked GPS sites for other PI projects, as well as maintaining                
reference stations at multiple remote research facilities in the Arctic and the Antarctic. This is               
reflected in Figure 2-4 below. 
 

 
 

 
Figure 2-4. Continuous GPS sites supported by UNAVCO for NSF-PLR investigators. Actual values are              
shown from 01 January 2004 through 30 June 2016 along with projected values originally forecast in                
the GAGE proposal through the end of FY 2016. Fewer stations were supported in GAGE Y3 than in Y1                   
and Yr2, primarily due to decommissioning some of the stations at the end of project award periods. 
 
2.2.4 Support for Other Community Networks 

PI cGPS Network Engineering 
UNAVCO provided operations and management (O&M) support during GAGE Y3 at various levels to              
910 continuously operating GPS stations in 66 different networks, which were installed in support of               
various NSF-supported PI project. Many of these stations continue to operate beyond the initial              
funding period of the original project. The O&M support includes data downloading, state of health               
monitoring and reporting, resolving communications and equipment issues, shipping replacement          
equipment, and working with PIs and local contacts to resolve problems. UNAVCO, working closely              
with PI’s and their collaborators, provides this O&M support at three broad levels (the number of                
projects supported in parentheses below): 

● High – UNAVCO provides centralized O&M support that may include retrieving the data,             
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monitoring station data flow, and proactively responding to problems with data flow or station              
hardware. Problems are fixed remotely working with collaborators if necessary. If maintenance            
trips or materials are required for O&M, these are funded by the PI’s project. 

● Medium – PI or collaborators download the data from the stations, monitor station data flow,               
and handle most problems themselves. UNAVCO provides engineering and technical support           
on a request basis. Any UNAVCO Engineering maintenance trips and materials required for             
O&M are covered by the PI’s project. 

● Low – UNAVCO provides only archiving support and a low-level of technical support.             
UNAVCO does not monitor or download data from the stations. UNAVCO provides            
engineering and technical support on a request basis. 

  

 
Figure 2-5. Continuous GPS sites supported by UNAVCO for NSF-EAR PIs, PBO and other Community               
investigators. Actual values are shown from 01 January 2004 through 30 June 2016 along with               
projected values originally forecast in the GAGE proposal through the end of Y3. The number of                
stations supported grew continuously through Y3 as expected, though total number and rate of growth               
was less rapid than projected. Part of the reason for the difference between actual and projected station                 
count is that some legacy stations have been decommissioned, reducing the total station count even as                
new stations were added. 
 

2.3 PI PROJECT SUPPORT 
 
2.3.1 EAR PI GPS Project Engineering and Equipment Support 

 
PI GPS Project Engineering & Equipment Support: NSF-EAR & Community 
UNAVCO provides state-of-the-art GNSS equipment and engineering services to PI projects. This            
includes project management, planning, installation, operations and maintenance of continuous,          
permanent GPS/GNSS station networks around the globe. Engineers and technicians also undertake            
technology development, testing, and systems integration to support new project demands. 
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PI GPS Project Support 
In this reporting period (7/1/15 - 6/30/16) UNAVCO supported 70 individual PI projects (20              
NSF-EAR, 10 NSF-Other, and 39 Community). UNAVCO staff was involved in proposal development,             
project planning, network design, monument design, equipment preparation and installation, and           
establishing real-time data flow. Additionally, UNAVCO supported 27 new PI proposals (22 NSF-EAR,             
7 NSF-Other, and 6 Community). 
 

 

 
Figure 2-6. NSF-EAR and community field projects supported by UNAVCO. Actual values are shown              
from 01 January 2004 through 30 June 2016 along with projected values originally forecast in the                
GAGE proposal through the end of GAGE Y2. The total number of fielded projects in GAGE Y3 will                  
likely be similar to GAGE Y2 by 30 September 2016. The number of TLS projects in GAGE Y3 to date                    
already meets (for NSF projects) or exceeds (for Other Community projects) the number of TLS               
projects in GAGE Y2. Most notable is that fewer GPS NSF EAR-I&F, EAR-Geophysics and NSF Other                
funded projects have been supported in GAGE compared to previous years and to original projections,               
though the number of GPS Other Community projects in GAGE Y3 to date already exceeds all other                 
years since 2012.  

GPS Instrument Pool 
The UNAVCO GAGE receiver pool now consists of 687 GPS and GNSS-capable receivers with the               
addition of 20 new Septentrio PolaRX5 systems (Figure 2-7). Additionally, 25 Trimble NetRS receivers              
from PBO upgraded stations have been used to support PI requests. This integration enables UNAVCO               
to better support PI projects. The receiver pool consists of Topcon GB1000, and Trimble NetR9,               
NetRS, R7 and Septentrio PolaRx5 receivers purchased by UNAVCO for use as campaign receivers or               
to support for specific NSF-EAR projects and thus are deployed in semi-permanent installations.  
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Figure 2-7. UNAVCO NSF-EAR receiver pool inventory broken out by receiver type from 01 October               
2003 through 30 June 2016. Note: the drop in 2006 is due the NSF-PLR pool no longer being included                   
in the metric. 
 

 
Figure 2-8. UNAVCO NSF-EAR receiver pool inventory. Actual values are shown from 01 January              
2004 through 30 June 2016 along with projected values originally forecast in the GAGE proposal               
through the end of Y3. The drop between 2006 and 2007 is because the NSF-PLR pool is no longer                   
being included in this metric. In October 2013, the EAR and EarthScope pools were consolidated into a                 
single “GAGE” pool. The number of receivers has already surpassed the projected number for 2016 due                
to a greater number of receivers being purchased than originally planned. For GAGE Y4, we anticipate                
the number of receivers in the equipment pool will remain flat dues to budget cuts for PI project                  
support. 
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GPS Instrument Repairs 
The GAGE Facility is an authorized Trimble repair facility. Since the introduction of the Trimble NetRS                
and now up to the recent release of their latest GNSS product, the NetR9, the UNAVCO community has                  
purchased thousands of receivers through the UNAVCO-community purchase program. With this           
program new receivers come with a five-year warranty with the stipulation that repairs are handled by                
UNAVCO. UNAVCO continues to repair PBO, COCONet, TLALOCNet, and community receivers and            
related instruments using a technician working under contract for UNAVCO. During this reporting             
period, the UNAVCO repair depot handled 160 receiver repairs. 
 
2.3.2 Polar Services  
 
The UNAVCO Polar engineering team supports field seasons in the Antarctic and the Arctic during the                
year. Antarctic support was provided to 31 different PI and infrastructure projects including five TLS               
projects. Other support included GPS campaign and permanent station work. To manage the Antarctic              
field season, UNAVCO deployed six staff to McMurdo Station, from which work commenced to cover               
much of the continent. At the other end of the globe, GAGE Y3 Arctic support was provided to 27 PI                    
projects during the reporting period, which included four TLS projects. Some of these projects were               
funded by sources other than the NSF and were provided support on a partial or full cost recovery                  
basis. 
 
UNAVCO hosted a workshop in February of this year entitled “Scientific Drivers and Future of Mount                
Erebus Volcano Observatory,” to assess rescoping the existing Mount Erebus activities and identifying             
new science directions for the future. The workshop was well attended and resulted in great discussion                
from attendees familiar with Mount Erebus as well as those unfamiliar with the mountain. 
 

 
Figure 2-9. NSF-PLR field projects supported by UNAVCO. Actual values are shown from 01 January               
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2004 through 30 June 2016 along with projected values originally forecast in the GAGE proposal               
through the end of GAGE Y3. The total number of fielded projects increased to more average levels in                  
Y3. More project support has been provided to non-NSF funded projects, often on a cost recovery                
basis. UNAVCO has also provided services to the NSF support contractor in Antarctica, a trend seen                
continuing into the coming field season. 

 
Figure 2-10. UNAVCO NSF-PLR GPS receiver pool inventory. Actual values are shown from 01              
January 2004 through 30 June 2016 along with projected values originally forecast in the GAGE               
proposal through the end of GAGE Y3. The total number of receivers in the pool, and the allocation of                   
receivers to each subcategory within the pool, varied slightly from projections but are the same as in                 
Y1. 
 
Currently there are 125 GPS receivers in the Arctic pool and 208 receivers in the Antarctic pool. Many                  
of these are deployed year round in support of continuous stations in Greenland and Antarctica. 

2.3.3 Geodetic Imaging (TLS) 
 
Geodetic Imaging activities included engineering support for PI projects, planning support for PI             
proposals, education and outreach, and resource development. In this reporting period (July 2015 -              
June 2016) UNAVCO supported 43 TLS PI projects (6 NSF-EAR, 4 NSF-Other, 18 Community, 4 PLR                
Arctic and 4 PLR Antarctic). Additionally, UNAVCO supported 7 new TLS PI proposals (1 NSF-EAR, 3                
Community, 3 PLR Antarctic). See Figure 2-11 below. 
 
To meet the needs of a growing and diversifying TLS user community, UNAVCO is actively developing                
training resources and documentation to support Earth Science TLS users. The TLS Knowledgebase             
provides resources with a focus on software tutorials and training: 
http://kb.unavco.org/kb/category/geodeticimaging/165/ 
 
Also during GAGE Y3, activities were undertaken to maintain the TLS instrument pool, with              
instruments undergoing full Riegl factory service in Horn, Austria. Three new Septentrio APS3L “smart              
antenna” GNSS systems were acquired during GAGE Y3 using funds from NSF EAR 1261653:              
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Acquisition of Next Generation Terrestrial Laser Scanning Systems for Community Earth and Polar             
Science Research. These antennas will enable RTK and GNSS-on-top TLS workflows, and can also be               
utilized for target-based georeferencing. They streamline TLS kit size and enable a variety of data               
collection capabilities. Finally, UNAVCO updated its full suite of Riegl software licenses. The ability to               
loan software licenses to enable community data processing and analysis is a key support activity of the                 
UNAVCO TLS program. 
 
 

 

 
Figure 2-11. Number of TLS projects and proposals supported by UNAVCO. Actual values are shown               
from 01 January 2004 through 30 June 2016. GAGE Y3 projects will likely exceed those supported in                 
Y2.  
 
 
2.3.4 GI Project Support User Feedback Summary 
  
UNAVCO solicits feedback from supported PIs on the UNAVCO project support experience and             
provide usability metrics. PI are asked to comment on quality and effectiveness of technical support,               
equipment and training, administrative support, and cost effectiveness. During this reporting period            
26 PIs responded to the request for feedback. 
 
The feedback form asks PIs to rate the specific services from 1-5, with 5 being the best. The question                   
and average responses are shown in the following table: 
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Question Average 
response 

σ 

What was your overall impression of the quality and 
effectiveness of support provided to your project? 

4.8 0.37 

Please rate the training provided by UNAVCO. 4.8 0.40 

Please rate technical and/or field support provided by 
UNAVCO. 

4.9 0.24 

Please rate effectiveness of administrative support 
provided by UNAVCO. 

4.8 0.32 

Please rate the cost effectiveness of support provided 
by UNAVCO.  

4.8 0.42 

  
Overall the PI responses were very positive. PIs felt that the engineers who supported their projects                
were well-prepared and trained, communicated well, and were professional in providing training in             
field techniques and instrumentation and providing other field operational support such as permanent             
station maintenance and installation and TLS surveys. PIs are consistently pleased with the low cost of                
UNAVCO project support, indicating that it enables them to make most effective use of their limited                
time and resources. The availability of state-of-the-art instrumentation, training, and software is            
extremely important to PIs. It was also noted that UNAVCO support enabled them to perform research                
that they could not have completed otherwise. 
 
Some quote highlights from the PI responses: 

● As usual, the UNAVCO engineering service group provided highly competent technical support            
with a high degree of flexibility. 

● Effective. A letter of support was provided promptly for my NSF Tectonics proposal. This is the                
extent of my interactions with UNAVCO on this project to date, so I restrict my response to the                  
question regarding the effectiveness of administrative support provided by UNAVCO. 

● The support was excellent. Staff responded creatively and quickly to a variety of complicated              
issues. 

● Excellent. UNAVCO has been responsive and flexible in preparing for the Uganda-Kenya            
fieldwork. This project is still in the preparation phases at UNAVCO. Fieldwork is planned to               
begin later than anticipated due to lateness in funding from NSF. To date the quality and                
effective of UNAVCO's support of this project has been superb. 

● The support was excellent. 
● Excellent staff 
● UNAVCO staff were responsive to all requests made as part of this project. 
● clone jim normandeau 
● If it is the best how can it be improved? 
● The equipment was provided at low cost, which fit my budget. 
● The equipment was very easy to use. Knowledge of the accessories that the dGPS can be                

mounted on would help in the future. 
 
Some constructive criticism, much of which we have already addressed, where possible: 

● Very good. The GPS’s were shipped as planned, they largely worked well, and it's hard to quibble                 
with getting access to survey-grade GPS’s for the cost of shipping. The only quibble is that some                 
of the tripods sent were pretty decrepit, and we had to high-grade them for our more sensitive                 
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work. 
● More reliable tripods would have been nice, but this is a minor point. 
● Make it easier to run the rx without the big box for hike-in or -up sites. Bob Nolting kindly made                    

me some cables but an option of a smaller box would be useful. Also NetR9 has poor file-naming                  
- it concatenates multiple sessions on the same JD, even if different site. 

● Not always obvious who should be called for support. 
● One instrument only collected data for a short while before stopping logging. This caused us               

some problems and was finally solved by taking the instrument to the local dealer. Otherwise all                
worked as expected. 

● GLONASS would be good. 
● A more detailed training manual may be helpful, especially with any information about data              

processing. 
 
 

2.4 DEVELOPMENT AND TESTING 
 

The GAGE Facility Development and Testing effort is staffed by 2.75 FTE at the Project Manager III,                 
Engineer III and Engineer II levels, and now also incorporates the PBO strainmeter and GPS testing.                
Ad hoc contributions to individual D&T projects from other UNAVCO groups have been critical to the                
effort, with individuals participating in projects of direct interest to their operational efforts. The              
establishment of a Development and Testing Product Council has supported tuning efforts across the              
organization with a focus on four areas: GNSS Systems (receivers and antennas), Data             
Communications (radios, cellular and satellite), Power Systems (including batteries, solar charging           
systems, and fuel cells), and Other Sensors (including borehole strainmeters, meteorological sensors,            
and tide gauges). The ongoing development of teqc software and the implementation of server-based              
real-time GPS positioning capabilities in close collaboration with GDS are important ongoing projects             
undertaken by the D&T staff.  
 
The Development and Testing group, having led the process of selecting Septentrio as UNAVCO’s new               
GNSS Preferred Vendor last year, worked closely with Septentrio staff to finalize the release of               
production firmware, optimize receiver configuration for UNAVCO networks, and coordinated the           
deployment of receivers by UNAVCO field staff. Modification of UNAVCO’s data flow software was              
coordinated with GDS staff, and at the close of GAGE Y3, 56 PolaRx5 receivers had been deployed in                  
PBO, including ~10 as part of the ODOT upgrades in Oregon, with more planned. Once the initial                 
deployments were underway, D&T focus shifted to the development of some high-profile new features:              
BINEX logging and streaming capability, archival quality streaming using “rsync”, and onboard            
Precise Point Positioning, as well as other smaller additions, all scheduled for final release in the fall of                  
2016. Extensive testing has been required to ensure the proper implementation of these features;              
details can be found in quarterly reports. 
 
Other D&T highlights include our participation in the US Department of Transportation’s “GNSS             
Adjacent Band Testing,” in which the effects of cellular communications proposed by ligado (formerly              
LightSquared) using bandwidth close to GNSS L1 are being carefully investigated. Details of these              
tests are discussed in the Y3Q3 quarterly report. Work also continued on the validation of firmware                
releases for Trimble NetR9 receivers, evaluation and deployment of cellular data communications            
devices, and testing of real-time positioning algorithms using our in-house designed shake table. 

 

2.5 GI PROGRAM SUMMARY 
 
During GAGE Y3, the Geodetic Infrastructure Program focused on completing the challenging            
borehole strainmeter installations in Turkey, the finishing cGPS/Met station installations in Mexico            
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for TLALOCNet, which now is finished in accordance with the original MRI plan, and continued efforts                
to close out the construction phase of COCONet. Continuing O&M for the PBO GPS and BG networks                 
remain a high priority and these tasks account for much of the effort and resources available to the GI                   
Program under the GAGE Facility. The PBO Ops team has been implementing the recommendations              
from the “PBO Futures” workshop report during GAGE Y3, including the upgrading of 140 Trimble               
NetR9 instruments with GLONASS tracking and installing 56 out of 120 new Septentrio PolaRx5              
multi-constellation GNSS instruments at PBO stations.  
 
The GI Director Mattioli participated as either PI or member of the organizing and report as well as                  
proposal writing committees on three major community workshops: 1) the NASA Challenges and             
Opportunities for Research in ESI (CORE) workshop held in Arlington, VA 2-3 November 2015; the               
NSF-PLR “Scientific Drivers and Future of Mount Erebus Volcano Observatory (MEVO) workshop            
held in Boulder, CO 22-24 February, 2016; and 3) the NSF-EAR “COCONet - Results, Sustainability,               
and Capacity Building” workshop held in Punta Cana, Dominican Republic 3-5 May, 2016. In addition,               
during GAGE Y3, the GI Director led and coordinated efforts of UNAVCO staff to revise and resubmit a                  
proposal the FY2016-2017 Broad Agency Announcement (BAA) NOAA-NFA-NFAPO-2016-2004791        
entitled “Development of a multi-sensor, real-time cGNSS/Met network in the Arctic to support NOAA              
long-term mission objectives: enhancement and expansion of the EarthScope Plate Boundary           
Observatory in Alaska,” with a requested budget of $1.52M for 3 years and another major proposal to                 
the USGS Earthquake Hazards Program ShakeAlert FY2016 Program Announcement GA16AS00042          
entitled “Incorporating Real-time GNSS into ShakeAlert: Collaborative Proposal between Central          
Washington University and UNAVCO, Inc.,” with a requested budget of $2.46M for 2 years. 
 

 
3. Geodetic Data Services Program  
 

3.0 Geodetic Data Services Highlight 
 
Announcing the Availability of GNSS RINEX 3 Format Files from UNAVCO and White Paper on               
UNAVCO Plans for GNSS Formats and Preprocessing Tools 
 
New GPS signals (L2C, L5) and additional GNSS constellations (Galileo, GLONASS, Beidou/Compass,            
QZSS, SBAS, IRNSS) are changing the landscape for the future of UNAVCO’s data flow. The transition                
to utilizing GNSS within the global geodesy community and the UNAVCO community is in its very                
early stages, and it is time to move ahead. UNAVCO’s Geodetic Data Services (GDS) program is                
preparing to manage, archive, and deliver these data. In addition, a model for future support for GNSS                 
data preprocessing tools used by UNAVCO Archive operations and provided to the global community              
needs to be formulated. The challenges that face GDS in this transition, and our proposed response are                 
the subject of a white paper released in March 2016: UNAVCO Geodetic Data Services Plan for GNSS                 
Modernization – Data Formats and Preprocessing Tools. 
 
In addition to developing the above modernization plan, UNAVCO GDS in Y3 initiated a pilot project                
for providing community investigators with sample RINEX 3 format files. RINEX 3 is a standard               
format pioneered by the International GNSS Service (IGS) to provide clarity and flexibility for              
encoding observables from the newer GNSS constellations in addition to GPS and GLONASS.             
UNAVCO is initially providing daily standard rate (typically 15-s sample interval) RINEX 3 files with               
observables and ephemerides from four stations: BARO (Barrow, Alaska), MCMD (McMurdo,           
Antarctica), RDLT (Las Terrenas, Dominican Republic); and RDSD (Santo Domingo, Dominican           
Republic). BARO and MCMD RINEX 3 files currently contain GPS and GLONASS constellations only              
(due to receiver configuration) while RDLT and RDSD RINEX files contain GPS, GLONASS, Galileo              
and Beidou/Compass observables. UNAVCO will be adding to the set of stations available in RINEX 3                
in the future, including stations enabled for GNSS. The access for RINEX 3 files is through anonymous                 
ftp at ftp://data-out.unavco.org/pub/rinex3/. 
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To provide the RINEX 3 for the stations mentioned above, UNAVCO is relying on onboard translation                
available from the Trimble receivers at those stations. In the near future, as UNAVCO fields the                
Septentrio PolaRx5 receiver at selected stations, we plan to use Septentrio-provided translation tools             
for SBF-formatted files to RINEX 3 format. This is a highly collaborative effort between UNAVCO’s               
GDS and GI programs. 
 
The availability of Quality Control (QC) for the RINEX 3 format is a work in progress. For the present,                   
QC is available from this location: ftp://data-out.unavco.org/pub/rinex3/qc/. The files in this location            
are built from the RINEX 3 observables files via RINEX 3 to RINEX 2.11 translation with GFZRNX                 
software from the GFZ Potsdam, followed by using UNAVCO’s TEQC software for the QC step. In the                 
future we plan to provide QC using the GNUT/Anubis software from the University of Pecny, Czech                
Republic, which operates directly on RINEX 3 format files, in addition to the QC just described. 
 
UNAVCO continues to distribute archived data as RINEX 2.11 and will do so for the foreseeable future,                 
as this remains the principal RINEX format utilized by UNAVCO community investigators. 

 
3.1 OVERVIEW 
 
The Geodetic Data Services (GDS) program manages a complex set of metadata and data flow               
operations providing a wide range of geodetic/geophysical observations to scientific and educational            
communities. Figure 3-1 provides a schematic view of GDS data flow. Sensors currently include              
GPS/GNSS (downloaded files and streaming real time (RT-GPS)), borehole geophysics          
instrumentation (strainmeters, tiltmeters, seismometers, pore pressure sensors and meteorological         
sensors), long baseline laser strainmeters, and terrestrial laser scanners. Field data are acquired either              
from continuously operating sites or episodic “campaign” surveys conducted the community. UNAVCO            
also acquires and distributes satellite synthetic aperture radar (SAR) data from foreign space agencies.              
GDS services include data operations (managing metadata; data downloading, ingesting and           
preprocessing); data products and services (generating processed results and QA/QC and           
state-of-health monitoring); data management and archiving (distribution and curation);         
cyberinfrastructure; and information technology (systems and web administration). In order to           
perform this mission, GDS maintains a technical staff, onsite and offsite computer facilities with              
networking, servers and disc storage, and manages a number of subawards to university groups who               
provide additional products, software and training. In addition to GAGE core support, UNAVCO             
receives funding from the NSF EarthCube program and NASA ROSES ACCESS awards. 
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Figure 3-1. Geodetic Data Services work flow. The workflow for data systems, managed under GAGE by                
GDS and its subaward partners, continues to evolve to further internal consistency and integration of               
data workflow, improve robustness, accommodate growth and diversity of data and data products, and              
facilitate better discovery, access and visualization. These developments are funded with core GAGE             
and additional NSF and NASA project funding for Cyberinfrastructure enhancements including           
EarthCube, COOPEUS, GEO Supersites, NASA ROSES ACCESS and other activities.  
 
 
The GDS program collects and monitors 90 detailed and six key summary metrics. These metrics               
include numbers of stations, data and derived data product volumes archived and delivered, user              
metrics, and software downloads for data from all of the data different sensor types managed by                
UNAVCO. These metrics are compiled and reported quarterly. The primary key summary metric is the               
total archived data volume (Figure 3-2). The cumulative volume of data archived since 2004 and               
through the end of three quarters of GAGE Y3 is more than 223 TB. This volume has already exceeded                   
projections of 154 TB made for the end of the third full year in the GAGE proposal though the sensor                    
data volume ratios are different from that anticipated. One measure of the usage of data is the number                  
of users (Figure 3-3 A and B). All but SAR data (which has user registration imposed due to constraints                   
from contributing foreign space agencies who provide the data) have anonymous access so a variety of                
means are used to compile statistics that are representative of user numbers. The background level of                
users is currently ~3,000/quarter. 
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Figure 3-2. Cumulative total UNAVCO data volume archived from 01 January 2004 through 30 June               
2016 along with projected values originally forecast in the GAGE proposal through the end of FY 2016.                 
The actual total data volume through June 2016 already exceeds the projected total data volume               
through September 2016. The distribution of growth among constituent data products differed from             
projections in the areas of imaging data. Specifically, TLS data volume has grown over the last year but                  
not as rapidly as originally projected while SAR data volume has grown much more rapidly than                
originally projected in the GAGE proposal. The TLS difference is primarily due to fewer community               
field projects being supported than anticipated as well as more efficient data product             
management/storage resulting in smaller file sizes. The SAR volume growth is primarily due to the               
acquisition of data from new satellite missions such as ALOS-2, TSX, SENTINEL-1 and             
COSMO-Skymed, and the larger file sizes of new SAR mission products compared to earlier mission               
products, as well as surges in the volumes of data ordered by PIs. Seismic data volume exceeded                 
projections partly due to greater higher level products generated in response to earthquakes. GPS data               
volume exceeded projections partly due to the generation of new higher level products from              
reprocessing efforts, and high rate (1-Hz and 5-Hz) data collected in response to earthquakes. 
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Figure 3-3A. Number of UNAVCO data users by quarter from 01 January 2009 through 30 June 2016.                 
The method of counting users varies by data product, for example by unique IP address, second level                 
domain or active registered users.  

 

 

Figure 3-3B. Number of GAGE borehole geophysics data users (by second level domain) from 01               
October 2013 through 30 June 2016. This is a detailed view of the quarterly metrics shown for all data                   
users in Figure 3-3A. 

 

3.2 DATA OPERATIONS AND MANAGEMENT 
 
3.2.1 Network Data Flow 
 
Network data flow covers data and metadata management from thousands of GPS and borehole              
geophysics instruments operating in the field to the Boulder operations center, a critical activity in               
support of data archiving and distribution. This task includes instrument configuration management,            
data downloading and streaming, metadata management, maintenance and other steps related to data             
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flow from the sensors. Staff with responsibilities for data and metadata flow focus on timely handling                
of operational flow and any issues as they arise. Operational capabilities are addressed on a best-effort                
basis. The heart of the data flow system is the PBO Operational Database (POD). A significant                
refactoring of the POD is underway to streamline fields and to reduce complexity that will result in                 
simpler database management. High rate (1 Hz and 5 Hz) GPS data downloads continue to be                
requested and require additional resources for data handling, processing and storage. To efficiently             
meet demand, these processes are being streamlined and criteria for data-related aspects of event              
response continue to be evaluated and improved.  

Before UNAVCO started deploying Septentrio PolaRx5 receivers, modifications were made to the            
dataflow software that collects hourly and daily files from the new receivers. Multiple changes needed               
to be made to the dataflow software to support the Septentrio file naming convention and other unique                 
aspects of these receivers. Some additional changes are still needed to support state of health and the                 
ability to retrieve/store backup copies of configuration settings at UNAVCO. 
 
Several enhancements were made to UNAVCO’s MDM tool that is used to manage station metadata.               
One of the larger enhancements, still in development, is the accounting of SIM cards for cellular                
modems at stations. Some cards were not being cancelled immediately after replacement in the field               
and additional monthly data charges were being incurred as a result. With these enhancements field               
engineers can notify accounting when a card is no longer in use and get the card cancelled                 
immediately. This should help eliminate data charges associated with accounts no longer in use.  
 
Work was completed on an overhaul of the server and software handling polar downloads via Iridium                
communications satellites; the overhaul solved multiple problems that had led to a degrading of the               
server performance over time with attendant failure of data downloads. This system is now performing               
well.  
 
3.2.2 Campaign Data Flow  
 
Twenty-eight GPS campaigns archived in Y2Q4-Y3Q3, an average of just over two campaigns per              
month. There is generally a queue of 15-20 campaigns with archiving in progress; completion of these                
is typically held up due to missing data or information from the contributors. For TLS campaigns the                 
rate averages more than ten campaigns archived per month as the new data management system is                
populated with current as well as historic TLS datasets. This includes not only archiving of TLS raw                 
data, point clouds and metadata but also related GPS data collected for the reference frame               
application. 
 

3.3 DATA PRODUCTS  
 
3.3.1 GPS/GNSS Data Processing and Products  
 
The GAGE GPS Analysis Centers (AC’s) and Analysis Center Coordinator (ACC) processed data and              
provided products this period from ~2,000 GPS stations in the PBO, COCONet, TLALOCNet, GAMA              
and SCIGN networks as well as NGS CORS and other regional stations in middle and eastern North                 
America. The ACs/ACC produce Level 2 GPS products including station position and velocity solutions,              
position time series, station velocity estimates and coseismic offsets for significant events. Central             
Washington University and the New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology use different GPS              
analysis software packages (GIPSY and GAMIT, respectively) to process all PBO Level 1 RINEX data               
into initial Level 2 products, which the Analysis Center Coordinator at MIT then merges into a unified                 
set of high-quality combined products in two standard reference frames (NAM08 and IGS08).             
UNAVCO based this structure on the experiences of the International Global Navigation Satellite             
System Service (IGS) and SCIGN, which have shown conclusively that having multiple independent             
processing strategies produces the highest quality GPS solutions. GPS position estimates produced in             
this exacting manner are normally precise to ±2 mm horizontally and ±5 mm vertically. GAGE-PBO               
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network solutions exceed this high standard, with a median horizontal RMS scatter of 1.0 mm or less                 
for all centers and a vertical RMS scatter of less than or equal to 4.5 mm in for all centers in Y3Q3. .                       
The number of stations routinely processed by the ACC/AC’s in Y3Q3 was 1,914 stations. Velocity field                
data products generated in Y3Q3 included 2,183 stations for all networks and time periods (back to                
1996) analyzed. AC/ACC personnel performed independent analyses of data from UNAVCO’s new            
Septentrio PolaRX5 receivers and provided feedback to the UNAVCO D&T team.  
 
A significant effort this year by AC/ACC personnel and UNAVCO staff was the writing of a manuscript                 
for publication in a peer review journal that will document GAGE GPS analysis methods and products                
and include comparisons between the GAGE AC’s and other community AC’s. Key contributors met at               
a writing workshop in Seattle, WA November 2015 to initiate this activity in earnest. This dedicated                
writing workshop was followed by face to face meetings during the Fall AGU meeting in San Francisco,                 
CA in December 2015 as well as the UNAVCO Science Workshop in march 2016, and weekly to daily                  
conference calls. Daily conference calls were held for multiple consecutive weeks at a time, especially               
during Y3Q2 and Y3Q3. The manuscript will be submitted to Reviews of Geophysics in July 2016.                
Highlights from a discussion in this manuscript regarding monument type stability were provided in              
the Y3Q3 report, with statistics of stations by monument type indicating that deep-drilled braced              
monuments followed by shallow-drilled braced monuments have the smallest WRMS scatter and            
Horizontal Random Walk (HRW) values suggesting that these monuments are more stable than other              
types. 
 
Data product users have provided positive feedback regarding the new community user resources             
introduced last year including a data products status log on the UNAVCO web page and a Google+                 
based technical news page featuring highlights on GPS station time series, product updates, and other               
topics. These resources were updated routinely throughout the past year. 

 
3.3.1.1 GPS Analysis Center Subaward: Central Washington University 
The CWU GAGE GPS Analysis Center (AC) processed data and provided products this year from               
~2,000 GPS stations in the PBO, COCONet, TLALOCNet, GAMA and SCIGN networks as well as NGS                
CORS and other regional stations in middle and eastern North America. Routine data processing and               
product operations were stable this period. Enhancements to CWU’s processing hardware, software            
and workflow were made throughout the year to maintain and improve performance and product              
delivery. For example CWU implemented changes to narrow the window of acceptable phase postfit              
residuals and to tighten the requirements for detecting cycle slips; these changes may have improved               
position quality at COCONet sites. CWU personnel worked closely with the NMT AC and the ACC to                 
resolve systematic network-wide height differences between CWU and NMT position solutions.  
 
3.3.1.2 GPS Analysis Center Subaward: New Mexico Tech 
The NMT GAGE GPS Analysis Center (AC) processed data and provided products this year from               
~2,000 GPS stations in the PBO, COCONet, TLALOCNet, GAMA and SCIGN networks as well as NGS                
CORS and other regional stations in middle and eastern North America. Routine data processing and               
product operations were mostly stable during this period with full recovery from the series of hardware                
related issues that adversely impacted operations several times in Y2. Software updates and system              
improvements were also made throughout the year to maintain and improve performance and product              
delivery. For example NMT implemented the use of the combined GAGE NAM08 reference frame with               
earthquake and antenna offset information; the improved a priori coordinates minimize the            
adjustments estimated in the daily processing, improving the linearity assumption used in the GAMIT              
processing. Installed GAMIT/GLOBK processing software and AC operation scripts on an 8cpu Virtual             
Machine at the UNAVCO Facility. This VM will provide minimal but sufficient capabilities to perform               
the routine processing required by the AC. The VM processing results compare well with the NMT                
cluster results. 

 
3.3.1.3 GPS Analysis Center Coordinator Subaward: Massachusetts Institute of         
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Technology 
The MIT GAGE Analysis Center Coordinator (ACC) analyzed AC products and provided combined             
rapid and final level 2a products from ~2,000 GPS stations in the PBO, COCONet, TLALOCNet,               
GAMA and SCIGN networks as well as selected NGS CORS and other regional stations in middle and                 
eastern North America. Routine combination of final and rapid level 2a products was stable, including               
and 12- and 26-week supplemental solutions. MIT searched the NEIC catalog for earthquakes that may               
have caused coseismic offsets discernible in the GPS solutions. Two events were identified as              
generating measurable co-seismic offsets at stations: the 2015-07-27 M6.9 Nikolski, AK earthquake            
and the 2016-01-24 M7.1 Old Iliamna, AK earthquake. MIT released updated “final” velocity field              
products in December 2015, and “Snapshot” velocity field products were released on a monthly basis.               
Workflows and analysis techniques were continuously refined throughout the year. Particular           
attention was given to investigating effects of second order ionospheric modeling in CWU and NMT               
solutions. MIT personnel worked closely with the AC’s to resolve systematic network-wide height             
differences between CWU and NMT position solutions. 
 
MIT provided several key documentation updates this period including 1) an updated summary of              
GAGE GPS analysis procedures and products, and 2) a document describing the effects of applying or                
not applying network scaling (7-parameter vs. 6-parameter) adjustments during analysis and examples            
of how this affects products, especially vertical position time series. Full details are provided in the                
MIT GAGE GPS ACC quarterly technical report available from the UNAVCO web page. MIT PI Tom                
Herring also led the writing of the manuscript for submission to Reviews of Geophysics , described               
above. 
  
3.3.1.4 GAMIT/GLOBK Community Support Subaward: Massachusetts Institute of        
Technology 
Development. In terms of multi-GNSS processing support, MIT throughout the year continued to             
modify GAMIT to allow processing of two-frequency observations from satellites of any single GNSS,              
and GLOBK to combine the daily coordinate estimates from the individual GAMIT solutions. MIT              
completed by September 2015 their “Phase 1” of the modifications, adding the bookkeeping to tables,               
internal data file formats, and ~60 subroutines to include the variable indicating which GNSS is being                
processed (G, R, C, E, J, I), and adding the ability to read RINEX 3 observation files. Between October                   
and December, MIT added the ability to read RINEX 3 navigation files, modified code to account for                 
unique aspects of Glonass observations, and added a yaw model for Beidou. By Y3Q2, the development                
version of the software could handle smoothly GPS, Beidou, and Galileo observations and orbits in               
RINEX 2 or RINEX 3 formats. In Y3Q3 MIT began work on the coding of a yaw model for Beidou, to be                      
followed by a model for Galileo. A primary task for the coming year will be coding ambiguity resolution                  
for Glonass FDMA observations, the last major hurdle before releasing a version of GAMIT/GLOBK              
that will handle RINEX 3 and two frequency observations for GPS, Glonass, Beidou, and Galileo, the                
GNSS constellations capable of high precision geodetic measurements. 
 
Support. MIT conducted a 4-day short course at UNAVCO in Y2Q4 that was attended in person by 24                  
analysts, and virtually by another 22. One of the three MIT instructors monitored the virtual interface                
throughout, allowing effective communication with participants asking questions during and following           
the lectures. MIT spent 5-10 hours per week in email support of users throughout the year. From Y2Q4                  
through Y3Q3 MIT issued 101 royalty-free licenses to educational and research institutions. The total              
number of institutions who have requested licenses is more than 100 in the US, and more than 1,000                  
internationally. 
 
3.3.1.5 Custom Data Product Requests 
UNAVCO supported a total of 46 custom data requests for high rate (1-Hz and 5-Hz) GPS data                 
downloads this year including 11 earthquake event responses and 35 community PI requests to support               
regional airborne LiDAR missions (including NCALM projects) and various FEMA, USGS, NASA,            
NOAA, and commercial survey projects. One such project was an airborne lidar survey of the entire                
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U.S. Pacific coast from Mexico to Canada flown by Towhill, Inc. and funded by NOAA, USGS and                 
USACE; data from this project will be made available later this year by NOAA. A total of 103 custom                   
data requests have been handled since the beginning of GAGE. UNAVCO continues to develop and               
implement significant improvements to custom data response operations in terms of staff and             
procedures, with further improvements planned in the near future. 
 
3.3.2 Strain, Seismic and Tiltmeter Data Processing and Products 
 
UNAVCO provides raw and processed data products from 75 borehole strainmeters, 79 borehole             
seismometers, 26 shallow borehole tiltmeters and 6 long baseline laser strainmeters in the PBO              
network. UNAVCO also oversees strain and seismic data flow from borehole stations in the ARRA (2                
sites), CALIPSO (4 sites) and Turkey (2 sites) networks. Routine data processing and product              
operations were stable this period. Fully processed high rate (1-sps) borehole strainmeter data were              
generated for 15 earthquakes from Y2Q4 through Y3Q3; these data were made available within 48               
hours of the event. 
 
UCSD, through a subaward managed by UNAVCO, processes data and provides products from the long               
baseline laser strainmeter network. Routine operations, including data editing and cleaning, and            
product generation were stable this period. Interesting transient aseismic signals were being recorded             
at each of the PBO LSM strainmeter sites this period as described throughout the quarterly reports. As                 
highlighted in the Y3Q3 report, analysis of LSM and BSM data following the 2016-06-10 M5.2 Borrego                
Springs earthquake revealed localized post-seismic deformation, but at least two strainmeter sites            
(PFO and B086) recorded a postseismic signal too large to be typical afterslip associated with this                
earthquake; the sites are 10 km apart, suggesting broadscale deformation, possibly the result of a               
triggered slow slip event. 
 
3.3.3 Meteorological and Hydrologic Data Products 
 
Meteorological data are collected together with GPS/GNSS and other geophysical data in order to              
enhance the datasets, improve network monitoring, and provide additional information for           
interpretation of deformation signals. Temperature, humidity and barometric pressure data collected           
at GPS stations with metpack instrumentation are available directly from the GPS RINEX met files.               
Routine product operations were stable, with GAGE-produced hydrologic loading model products that            

are updated quarterly and made available from ftp. Documentation and metrics related to new              
hydrologic loading data products continue to be developed. There were ongoing efforts to develop              
more precise hydrologic data products based on the national NLDAS model in addition to global               
GLDAS model. 
 
3.3.4 Lidar – Terrestrial and Airborne Laser Scanning  
 
UNAVCO provides TLS data services and products including basic data processing, data management             
and data archiving. The standard UNAVCO TLS deliverable is a merged, aligned, georeferenced point              
cloud , which is accompanied by pertinent metadata products such as site photos, meteorological             
information, field notes and other ancillary project information. TLS data support is further described              
in section 3.4.4, lidar data management and archiving. EarthScope ALS data products are supported by               
OpenTopography; metrics are reported to UNAVCO. No new ALS data product activities have been              
performed to date under the GAGE Cooperative Agreement. 
 

3.4 DATA MANAGEMENT AND ARCHIVING 
 
3.4.1 GPS/GNSS  
 
The Data Center provides a secure long-term archive for data, data products, and metadata from GNSS                
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instrumentation, and makes data available to the scientific community and the public. User interfaces,              
APIs, and software tools that facilitate data search and access, data handling, and visualization are               
provided to support full utilization of the data assets. Data sources include UNAVCO-managed             
instrumentation such as the PBO network, as well as PI-managed networks and campaigns. 
  
Data archiving and distribution is an operational activity that continues to grow, with stations added               
for archiving from Alaska, AfricaArray, Antarctica Infrastructure, Arctic PI, Azerbaijan, COCONet,           
Denali, Ecuador, GGN, Hastings (Texas), HOPRnet (Iceland), HoustonNet, Idaho National Laboratory,           
IGS, MAGNET, Mediterranean, Nepal, PBO, Puna Andes, Soil Moisture, Telica Volcano, TLALOCNet,            
USGS Southern California, and USGS Volcano networks. 
  
A major focus for the past year has been establishing the capability to archive and deliver GNSS data                  
via the RINEX 3 format. A pilot project to handle RINEX 3 was initiated and a white paper was                   
circulated to the UNAVCO community describing UNAVCO’s plan for addressing the challenges of             
GNSS modernization and the strategies we are exploring to meet the need for preprocessing and               
quality checking tools and selected translation capabilities. 
  
Implementation of Septentrio PolaRX5 data handling has also been a major focus over the past year.                
This has entailed expansion of the BINEX format, expanded TEQC translation capabilities, and new              
archiving handling procedures. Improved versions of the TEQC software were released in November             
2015 and April 2016. TEQC development and support remain critical activities for UNAVCO             
Development and Testing, GDS, and for the wider geodesy community. 
  
A new tray of disks for the Oracle Storage Area Network (SAN) appliance has been delivered and                 
configured. This tray will supply 80 TB of storage for adding to the online long-term archive primary                 
copy. 
  
We continue to investigate ways to utilize commercial cloud services to create cost-effective, efficient              
solutions for our archiving and data and metadata management activities. Using Amazon resources             
provided to UNAVCO for data related cloud application pilot projects, we executed an information              
gathering experiment on scaling of Amazon services for handling data and metadata for thousands of               
station. We used GSAC on an Amazon VM to mirror the ftp holdings and metadata for UNAVCO’s                 
>2700 live stations, while gathering cost information for storage, access, and processing power.  
 
3.4.2 Real Time GPS Data Flow and Management 
 
UNAVCO provides high-rate (1 Hz), low-latency (<1 s) GPS raw and PPP-AR processed data streams               
(RT-GPS) from approximately 684 real-time streaming GPS stations (including ~617 PBO           
Core/Cascadia, 14 TLALOCNet, 51 COCONet, 2 in Nepal). 
 
RT-GPS data users are classified into three groups: academic, commercial and government.            
Commercial users were the largest group to access raw RT-GPS data but government agencies and               
nonprofit consortia collectively downloaded the largest volume of data. Commercial users formed the             
largest group of users both in terms of being registered and being active but the government agency                 
and nonprofit consortia downloaded more data in the year.  
 
RT-GPS PPP-AR processed data is operational for all raw data streams collected with the UNAVCO               
real-time. UNAVCO monitors the real-time conditions of network including latency, completeness,           
stability to support ongoing research in Natural Hazard Early Warning Systems (Figure 3-4).             
Significant effort is underway to evaluate solution uncertainties and covariances against alternate            
processing strategies and baseline best-case post-processed solutions.  
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Figure 3-4. Data latency by station for UNAVCO’s real-time GPS network on 27 June 2016. The cluster                 
of high latency sites (red) in Northern California use a local network with antiquated radio modems                
that are backhauled via a VSAT terminal. Budgets, topography, and land permits have made upgrading               
this part of the network difficult.  
 
3.4.3 Borehole Geophysics Data: Strain, Seismic, Tiltmeter, Pore Pressure 
 
Most strain, seismic, tiltmeter, and pore pressure data metrics remain steady over the course of the                
year. The work started last year to move tilt data out of the POD is now complete, and new processes                    
have been put in place to gather daily completeness metrics for tilt data.  
 
Pore pressure data is archived at both IRIS and UNAVCO, in ASCII text and bottle formats. During Y3,                  
UNAVCO developed software that archives and serves pore pressure data at IRIS only, with the               
implementation planned for Y4. After implementation, users will access the data at IRIS via UNAVCO               
web services or ftp.  

 
3.4.4 LiDAR – Terrestrial and Airborne Laser Scanning Data 
 
At present the TLS archive holds 5.1 TB of data, and data from TLS PI projects are added to the archive                     
as projects are completed. New archive software was developed during GAGE Y3, and announced at               
the UNAVCO Science Workshop. Progress continues on a data upload or submission, creation of              
automated usage metrics, and DOI minting for all existing data sets. An offsite backup of the TLS                 
archive is maintained in Amazon’s Glacier cloud storage service. 
 
Another area of focus for TLS data support is improved access to software required by community                
members to process and analyze TLS data. Data Engineer M. Okal, with support from UNAVCO               
System Administrators, maintains a software license server and is working to improve documentation             
on accessing and using these software packages. Available software includes four seats of Leica              
Cyclone, 20 seats of Riegl’s RiScan Pro and 10 seats of RiSolve, ten seats of Blue Marble’s Geographic                  
Calculator, 10 seats of ArcGIS, three seats of Quick Terrain Modeler, 10 seats of Polyworks, and five                 
seats of Trimble Business Center. During this period, software maintenance for the RiScan Pro licenses               
was extended. 
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OpenTopography is the official archive and access point for EarthScope ALS data.  
 
3.4.5 SAR Data 
 
UNAVCO manages two tasks in support of SAR Data:  the archive and GEO Supersites. 
 
SAR Archive 

 

UNAVCO has managed the SAR Archive since 2005. Under GAGE, UNAVCO orders ESA (European              
Space Agency) and DLR (Deutschland für Luft- und Raumfahrt, the national aeronautics and space              
research centre of the Federal Republic of Germany) scenes in response to WInSAR user requests. In                
addition, the WInSAR Executive Committee and UNAVCO arranged for a tasking quota with DLR for               
use by WInSAR. WInSAR user requested tasking orders for the TerraSARX (TSX) mission have been               
placed on a regular basis. UNAVCO archives WInSAR community TSX and ALOS2 data in the               
UNAVCO SAR Archive. UNAVCO also manages access to the ISCE SAR data processing software              
package for all members of the WInSAR Consortium. 
 
The volume of SAR data archived has grown substantially from ~2 TB in Y1 and 5 TB in Y2 to 41 TB in                       
Y3 due to data from ALOS2/JAXA (Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency) and to a lesser extent TSX                
data collection. JAXA provides 50 scenes per year for PI proposals and during Y3 there was a large                  
surge in data ordered by PIs. Some ALOS2 data files are 50-60GB each, which accounts for the large                  
volume of data. WInSAR scenes from ESA are available without cost under their open data policy. 
 
UNAVCO continues to maintain the core SAR archive infrastructure, including hardware, database,            
software, and web presence. Data ingest capabilities have been developed to allow UNAVCO to host               
data from newer satellite platforms such as COSMO-SkyMed, ALOS2, RADARSAT2, and Sentinel            
which WInSAR community users are beginning to utilize. Search and discovery for these hosted data               
is possible through the UNAVCO SAR Archive GUI and API interfaces. Access to data from               
COSMO-SkyMed, RADARSAT2, ALOS1/ALOS2, and TSX are restricted to collaborators on proposals,           
and the WInSAR Portal interface permits role-based access to groups of users. 
 
ESA is the primary archive for ERS1, ERS2, and Envisat, while the Alaska Satellite Facility (ASF) is                 
primary archive for RADAR-SAT1. For all data not archived in ESA’s Archive4 system or at ASF,                
UNAVCO is now backing data up to Amazon Glacier, a commercial cloud storage system. This ensures                
a complete offsite backup of the full UNAVCO SAR archive while minimizing redundancy, beyond              
duplication. 
 
GEO Supersites support 
 
For the GEO Supersites and Natural Laboratories (GSNL) initiative, UNAVCO provides data ordering             
from the European Space Agency), together with data management (download and repackaging) of the              
orders received, and upload of the orders to the ESA supported cloud storage (Level 4 archive).                
UNAVCO continues to support GSNL as needed and Meertens serves on the GSNL Supersites Advisory               
Committee. 
 
As noted above, UNAVCO now supports TSX, COSMO-SkyMed, RADAR-SAT2, and ALOS2 data            
collected under the Supersites initiative. For these datasets, the list of PIs with access to the data                 
include international collaborators as well as WInSAR community members. To address this expanded             
community of users and associated access constraints, we’ve made several modifications to the             
WInSAR Portal system to allow registration by international partners. 
 
Through recently completed NASA ROSES ACCESS-funded work to develop a Seamless SAR Archive             
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(SSARA), UNAVCO staff members have engaged in joint planning with the European SAR community              
(DLR, ESA, CEOS, etc.) regarding federated access to data, data processing environments, and             
metadata and product formats. The goal is to leverage the SSARA work to build federated access to                 
data hosted by the space agencies that participate in Supersites. Federated query of Supersites SAR               
data (ESA’s Virtual Archive 4 and DLR’s TerraSARX Archive) along with data archived at the Alaska                
Satellite Facility and UNAVCO is now available due to SSARA efforts           
(http://webservices.unavco.org/brokered/ssara/). The archive now supports user controlled DOI        
assignment for products uploaded to the InSAR archive at UNAVCO          
(https://winsar.unavco.org/portal/insar/). InSAR products are uploaded via the API        
(https://winsar.unavco.org/portal/insar/api/interferometry/), and users are now able to request a         
DOI from UNAVCO, making the products persistent and citable. 
 
3.4.6 Support of the IGS Central Bureau 
 
As part of its NASA component tasks, UNAVCO provided participant and logistical support to the               
International GNSS Service Central Bureau (IGSCB) by arranging accommodations for the GGOS            
Consortium Meeting, and the IGS governing board meeting that took place in December 2015 at the                
Fall AGU meeting in San Francisco. In total UNAVCO provided support for 17 community meetings at                
AGU, seven of which were in support of NASA activities. 
 
UNAVCO regularly participated in meetings and teleconferences with personnel from the IGS CB             
regarding the network coordination activity, and software support for the IGS Site Log Manager              
metadata entry and tracking tool, which is in its second year as a production tool; both of these IGS                   
support activities are handled by UNAVCO personnel under close coordination with NASA. The SLM              
required minor enhancements in the past year. A major support activity was the implementation of               
IGS’s request for UNAVCO to act a backup site for the IGS website and the site-log manager should                  
IGS’s primary web hosting site became corrupted or unreachable. Automated procedures and            
processes were developed and deployed by UNAVCO resources on the IGS systems so that all content                
and data changes associated with the IGS website are backed up at UNAVCO. An instance of the IGS                  
site was deployed on a server at UNAVCO and can be made operational once the backups have been                  
applied. The network coordination role has entailed stepped up interactions with numerous the IGS              
station operators to ensure compliant data as the IGS carries out its RINEX3 transition. 
  
UNAVCO, along with Geosciences Australia, is continuing to promote an effort to move IGS forward               
with automated exchange of metadata among IGS data centers using XML. The XML site log metadata                
schema version 1.0 was finalized this year following discussions at the IGS Workshop in February, and                
implementation strategies are being formulated at selected data centers. 
  
In our role in support of IGS operations, staff attended the IGS Workshop in Sydney Australia in                 
February. David Maggert and Fran Boler are members of the IGS Governing Board (Fran as elected                
Data Center Representative, and David as Network Coordinator). UNAVCO Geodetic Data Services            
(GDS) Director Dr. Charles Meertens serves as an At Large member of the IGS Governing Board                
Executive Committee. Meertens, Boler and Maggert attended the Governing Board meetings in            
Sydney. Meertens also is one of the IGS GB representatives on the board of the International Earth                 
Rotation Service (IERS) and attended both IGS GB and IERS GB meetings held before the EGU                
meeting in Vienna in April, 2015. 
 
In related IGS activities, Dr. Louis Estey, from the UNAVCO GDS Data Group, serves on the IGS                 
Infrastructure Committee. Dr. Frederick Blume serves on the IGS Antenna Working Group.  
 

3.5 CYBERINFRASTRUCTURE  
 
UNAVCO develops cyberinfrastructure with core GAGE funding, supplementary funding to GAGE,           
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COOPEUS and EarthCube projects, and NASA ROSES ACCESS projects. UNAVCO continues to work             
on REST web services to support the community with alternative methods to retrieve data, in               
alignment with efforts to move towards REST web services with standards for services and formats               
coordinated internationally and nationally and within and across scientific domains. These efforts            
expand the cyberinfrastructure capabilities of UNAVCO geodetic data systems. These REST web            
services and a companion REST web service documentation system that includes a URL builder have               
been implemented and are now available to users from the Data section of the UNAVCO web site.                 
Development continues to make these services an integrated part of UNAVCO core data services. 
  
UNAVCO’s web service for delivery of station position time series was enhanced to provide output in                
two different formats, GeoCSV and GeoJSON, selectable by the user. GeoCSV was developed and              
published as part of the IRIS-led EarthCube Building Blocks GeoWS award “Deploying Web Services              
Across Multiple Geoscience Domains”. GeoJSON is a flexible standard used in several domains. Work              
continues on exploration and development of other formats. Additionally, the service provides users             
with the ability to request data from any of the three GAGE analysis centers. In addition to                 
GAGE-produced position time series, UNAVCO worked with researchers at the University of Nevada,             
Reno (UNR) under the NASA Plug and Play ACCESS project to add the capability to retrieve position                 
time series located at UNR. The service optionally allows conversion the X/Y/Z data retrieved from the                
one of the four analysis centers to be converted to NEU and lat/long/height coordinates that are                
returned in the web service response.  
  
The “Discovery through Semantic Connections” (EarthCollab) EarthCube-funded project is based on           
the Cornell-developed “VIVO” semantic web ontology and web presentation software.          
Cross-institutional efforts to coordinate ontologies is a focus of this effort, as is “cross-linking “ of                
VIVO instances so that an individual’s presence within their home institution’s VIVO instance can be               
represented within UNAVCO’s VIVO. The connect UNAVCO site is now using ElasticSearch as a              
mechanism to provide faceted search capability. Software staff members at UNAVCO largely            
completed backend RESTful web services to populate the VIVO instance with information on             
UNAVCO’s data sets and DOI metadata. As part of this backend development, a new search web page                 
has been developed that incorporates search across multiple data DOI domains provided at UNAVCO.              
Remaining work includes coordination with the web team to deploy the services and search to               
production. 
  
Development on UNAVCO’s Dataworks for GNSS open source software project for enabling data             
management and distribution for small institutions included testing and releasing an Amazon AWS             
machine instance of Dataworks. This capability provides an easy option for groups desiring to run               
Dataworks with minimal investment in infrastructure and IT support. Documentation to support this             
new capability and was released. UNAVCO provided a VM with the Dataworks Amazon Machine              
Image (AMI) installed for temporary investigation by partner from Mexico. The Dataworks web site              
was enhanced to add simpler links to documentation. A process for managing versions for release via                
UNAVCO’s GitLab was finalized. Presentation of an introductory Short Course on Dataworks took             
place at the May COCONet Workshop and was quickly followed by multiple new accounts from that                
community on UNAVCO’s GitLab server, and accessing of Dataworks. 
  
There continues to be interest in expanding implementation of the Geodesy Seamless Archives Center              
(GSAC) software that provides data search and access web services and federation capability from              
partners in Europe at the European Plate Observing System. The PANGA Network operators             
independently implemented a GSAC instance. UNAVCO provided scripts to enable first generation            
GSAC flat-file users to adapt to using GSAC and demonstrated this with an instance that presents the                 
CDDIS GPS collections. Finally, GSAC software was used as a basis for providing web services access to                 
a wide array of processed GPS results from the University of Nevada Reno as part of the Plug and Play                    
ACCESS project. 
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3.6 Internal Computing Initiatives and Support 
 
3.6.1 IT Highlights 
 
UNAVCO migrated all employees to Gmail and Google calendars this year. By using these cloud based                
services, the IT group has eliminated the need to perform weekly backups and store them offsite.                
These services also eliminated the need to support a local email server and the tasks associated with                 
spam control.  
 
Next generation Oracle data storage was purchased and deployed in the data center to meet storage                
capacity needs, for archiving data products and to support the growing computing needs of UNAVCO               
staff and the systems they support. This has improved overall systems performance and increased the               
storage capacity by a factor of four.  
 
A connection to a second ISP was installed this year to provide redundancy during Internet outages.                
Two new routers were installed at the network edge to replace the a older router. Now, Internet traffic                  
will automatically switch over to the second service provider should a fiber cut or router failure at the                  
edge occur. 
 
Over the past two years, IT staff have been migrating applications over to using a single directory for                  
user authentication. As part of this effort, the IT group this year has been testing and deploying a third                   
party application that allows users to authenticate once for multiple applications, commonly referred             
to as single sign-on. This software also supports password resets without having to contact system               
administrators. IT development built web services that can be used to add users to the single                
directory. In the future, these services will be used to allow external and internal users to log into                  
UNAVCO’s web site and provide access to external services such as JIRA and Confluence available on                
the UNAVCO web site.  
 
Modifications were made to the travel authorization system to improve the tracking of authorizations              
for international travel. Development resources delivered a new system to help track a new business               
process put in place for authorization and justification for UNAVCO business meals.  
 
3.6.2 Internal Software Developments 
 
During Y2 of GAGE, automation of the collection of metrics began, a task that is nearly complete. All                  
metrics except GPS and TLS are now being collected automatically and reported on UNAVCO’s              
internal web site. Automation for GPS metrics has begun, building on the web services. Developers               
have been performing comparisons between automated and manual results in order to validate the              
results obtained by automated methods and to correct any previous errors.  
 
UNAVCO developers deployed an open source project called RunDeck to help consolidate the             
configuration files that define a variety of scheduled tasks found on almost every server at UNAVCO                
that execute on hourly, daily, and weekly intervals. This gives administrators the ability to go to one                 
system to see and understand what is running and when. This tool has proven to be very reliable and                   
the development continues to move the remaining scheduled tasks to this central server.  
 
To speed up processing of queries and remove unused data, software developers have been refactoring               
the POD database. Unused fields and tables are being removed. Complex keys that are used to find                 
table entries are being turned into simple keys, simplifying queries and improving processing speeds.  
 
DataTurbine is a nascent effort to put real-time and stored data time series into a ring buffer, to allow                   
users a single point of access to retrieve any time series data relevant to a particular geodetic                 
installation. While currently functional, UNAVCO is reviewing alternate methods for DataTurbine           
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implementation given the outlook for software support. Software developers also worked with the field              
engineers to build plugins to Nagios for improved network control.  
 
The development team has completed work on the landowner outreach and permit renewal mailing,              
which contains information about the local GPS site, including site motions with a comparison of other                
sites close by. A different mailing is being developed for those landowners who host a borehole                
geophysics site. Information for these mailings is gathered from several sources at UNAVCO in order               
to create a site-specific, custom 2 page mailing. Landowner outreach is expected to help UNAVCO               
contain the cost of permit renewals. 
 
3.6.2 Web Software Developments 
 
An open source tool, Knowledge Base, used previously on the UNAVCO web site to disseminate               
information to the community about receivers, auxiliary equipment, and other technical resources is             
no longer supported. A commercial version of the product was found that implemented most of the                
features found in the open source version. UNAVCO developers worked with resources at the              
commercial entity to implement features that allowed for replication of functionality needed for             
UNAVCO’s web site. With the completion of modifications, UNAVCO was able to provide all the               
information previously provided by the open source version and continue to add new information as it                
becomes available.  
 

3.7 GDS PROGRAM SUMMARY 
 
The Geodetic Data Services program manages all the steps from station metadata management and              
downloading, to data flow, product generation, archiving and advanced cyberinfrastructure          
developments, for a heterogenous mix of sensors. The total volume of data, as well as the types of data                   
and products, continues to grow, as does the user base. The complexity is also increasing with                
developments in RT-GPS, handling of geophysical event data sets, refinements to TLS archiving             
processes, and new satellite SAR systems coming online. There is greater emphasis on classroom and               
field course support, including development of online tools. UNAVCO GDS activities continue to be              
international and collaborative in scope and participation. In addition to participating in the             
International GNSS Service (IGS) and International Earth Rotation Service (IERS) governance and            
supporting the IGS Central Bureau, UNAVCO has been working to help remove technical barriers to               
data sharing by defining best practices and developing software tools such as the Geodetic Seamless               
Archive Centers software to facilitate international data sharing and discovery from a broad             
community of international data repositories. Dataworks software was developed to provide an            
additional capability for network data management. Data web services, both operational and under             
development, are the framework for UNAVCO contributions to multi-technique, interdisciplinary, and           
integrative activities such as CooPEUS, GEO Supersites, EarthScope, and EarthCube. While developing            
new capabilities, UNAVCO is at the same time engaged in continual upgrades of its core services to                 
streamline operations, to maintain a varied suite of software, hardware and databases, and to explore               
new ways to increase efficiencies such as by using using private and public cloud services. 
 
 

4. Education and Community Engagement  
 
The UNAVCO ECE program provides technical and educational professional development, materials,           
tools, and resources for students, teachers, university faculty, researchers and the general public. ECE              
promotes community science through outreach and broader impacts support and provides support to             
students and early career professionals through mentoring and internships for those interested in             
careers in geodesy and geosciences.  
 
The UNAVCO ECE program provides technical and educational professional development, materials,           
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tools, and resources for students, teachers, university faculty, researchers and the general public. ECE              
promotes community science through outreach and broader impacts support and provides support to             
students and early career professionals through mentoring and internships for those interested in             
careers in geodesy and geosciences.  
 

4.1 ECE PROGRAM SUMMARY 
 
Dedicated staff with expertise in geodesy, science education, journalism and communications,           
instructional design, and broadening participation in science four areas of focus aligned to the              
UNAVCO Strategic Plan and guided by a Logic Model (Figure 4-1). (A Logic Model is a graphical                 
depiction of resources, audiences, and outcomes and guides program planning and implementation.) 
 

 
Figure 4-1. Logic Model for the ECE Program. 
 
The ECE outcomes for GAGE are articulated in Table 4-1 and are identified in column 7 of the logic                   
model. Activities conducted in support of these outcomes were reported quarterly (see Quarterly             
Reports).  
 
Table 4-1. ECE Outcomes expected during GAGE. 

Priority Area Expected GAGE Outcome 

Professional Development We will broaden the community using UNAVCO-supported 
tools, data, and instrumentation through technical training 
and online resources. 

Education Resources We will facilitate the development and dissemination of 
geodesy-focused educational materials. 

Community CommunicationsWe will facilitate greater communication of, access to, and 
dissemination of UNAVCO science and education to both the 
UNAVCO and broader community. 

Geosciences Workforce  We will facilitate the development of a robust, well-trained 
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Development and diverse geoscience workforce with the knowledge, skills, 
and abilities to tackle emerging scientific and societal issues. 

 
 
Geodesy, Community and Society 
Midway through the GAGE CA, the ECE program continues to thrive in conducting outreach to the                
community, supporting education efforts across much of the K-16 spectrum, and engaging the next              
generation of geoscientists in professional development and research opportunities. Efforts this past            
year centered on improving dissemination of materials and broadening the audiences we reach             
through our multiple activities. 
 
Several hundred of the UNAVCO community members gathered in Broomfield, Colorado to share             
cutting edge geodetic science and look forward to the future of the field. The 2016 UNAVCO Science                 
Workshop included plenary speakers, breakout sessions led by community members, poster sessions,            
and hands-on interactives for meeting attendees to explore how to communicate their science in              
alternative ways. Dr. Maria T. Zuber, MIT, was the invited guest speaker and spoke on the topic of                  
Adventures in Planetary Gravity as the keynote presentation.  
 
Education and outreach materials such as the PBO geodetic data poster series and PBO playing cards                
continue to reach a broad audience with hundreds of posters and cards distributed to teachers               
throughout the nation; approximately half to teachers in Texas. In addition, the poster of the Western                
U.S. was disseminated to over 16,000 teachers across the country as part of the AGI Earth Science                 
Week. Geodesy-focused curricular materials for incorporation into undergraduate program were          
published and disseminated to university faculty as part of the GEodesy Tools for Societal Issues               
(GETSI) and the SERC InTeGrate projects. 
 
Over 200 community members and students participated in short courses and workshops primarily on              
geodetic imaging and InSAR in courses held at UNAVCO, at partner organizations (Scripps Institute of               
Oceanography; Open Topography), professional meetings (GSA), and through online technologies.          
Students benefited from UNAVCO support to participate in short courses as well as informal meetings               
and networking at the GSA and AGU annual meetings, mentoring at the UNAVCO Science Workshop.               
Three summer internship programs brought 20 students to work with UNAVCO offering them a              
glimpse into the world of science support as well as providing professional development in the areas of                 
scientific writing, formal and informal communications, and skills needed for success in a professional              
environment.  
  
Partnerships 
ECE developed new collaborations and strengthened and refined the focus of existing partnerships             
with the following organizations and institutions of higher education: 
 
Organizations: American Geosciences Institute (AGI), American Geophysical Union (AGU),         
EarthScope National Office, ExxonMobil Foundation, Federation of Earth Science Information (ESIP),           
Geological Society of America (GSA), Hatfield Museum Science Center, Incorporated Research           
Institutions for Seismology (IRIS), Mt. St. Helens Institute, Mt. St. Helens National Volcanic             
Monument - U.S. Forest Service, National Earth Science Teachers Association (NESTA), National            
Ecological Observatory network (NEON), National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration-Earth         
System Research Laboratory (NOAA-ESRL), Pacific Northwest Seismic Network, Pacific Science          
Center, Science Education Resource Center (SCEC) @ Carleton College, Smithsonian National           
Museum of Natural History, Southern California Earthquake Center (SCEC), University Corporation           
for Atmospheric Research (UCAR), USGS Cascades Volcano Observatory, Volcano Video Production,           
3-Point Science 
 
Colleges and Universities: Austin Community College, Baylor University, College of the Atlantic,            
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Colorado State University, Colorado School of Mines, Front Range Community College, Idaho State             
University, Indiana University, Mt. San Antonio College, Oregon State University, Pennsylvania State            
University, University of Colorado-Boulder, University of Houston, University of Michigan, University           
of North Texas, University of Northern Colorado, University of Oklahoma, Syracuse University,            
Wesleyan University. 
 

5. Summary 
 
GAGE Y3 was an exciting and productive year, and a tremendous amount has been accomplished.               
The membership continues to grow, as does UNAVCO’s international impact. The 2016 UNAVCO             
Science workshop showcased the broad spectrum of science that geodesy supports.  
  
During GAGE Y3, the Geodetic Infrastructure Program continued operations and maintenance for the             
PBO GPS and borehole geophysics networks, a task that requires much of the effort and resources                
available to the GI Program under the GAGE Facility. The PBO Operations team made measured               
progress in implementation of the recommendations of the “PBO Futures” workshop report. This             
included upgrades for 140 Trimble NetR9 instruments for GLONASS tracking, and installination of 56              
new Septentrio PolaRx5 multi-constellation GNSS instruments at PBO stations. Other major projects            
related to GAGE included borehole strainmeter installations in Turkey, completion of the cGPS/Met             
station installations in Mexico for TLALOCNet, in accordance with the original MRI plan, and              
continued efforts to close out the construction phase of COCONet.  
  
The Geodetic Data Services Program furthered its systems that support station metadata management,             
data flow, development and production of data products, archiving and advanced cyberinfrastructure            
developments, for a heterogeneous mix of sensors. The total volume of data, as well as the types of data                   
and products, continues to grow, as does the user base. New capabilities in real-time GPS, refinements                
in archiving and user support, and participation in IGS governance were all important areas of               
contribution in Y3. 
 
The Education and Community Engagement Program relied on its structured logic model as a              
framework for progress. These activities promoted expanding use of UNAVCO-supported tools, data            
sets, and instrumentation; disseminated innovative, geodesy-focused educational resources; enhanced         
visibility and impact for UNAVCO science and education; and created innovations in geoscience             
workforce development. 
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